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20 Pacifists Demonstrate
Spring Comes, Cross Burns, Potshots
War-Goal Fuzzy^ln Exeter, March to Durham
Randall Roof Painted
By Sue Plant
Spring came with a can of
red fluorescent paint, a burned
cross and a pilfered pillar last
Saturday night.
Shortly after a baseball game
in the Quadrangle Saturday even
ing, around 8:30, three girls,
one not a student here, pilfered
a pillar from Englehardt Hall.
“ The girls did not rip it down...
it was already loose,” claimed
Richard Stevens, Assistant Dean
of Students.
After taking the pillar, they

New Course H as
Freedom, Foots
The philosophy department is
offering a new course next se
mester which will provide un
derclassmen with independent
study ejq)erience.
Called tutorial reading, the
course, limited to about 15 stu
dents, will be open only to second
semester freshmen and sopho
mores, They will be given a read
ing list and meet with their pro
fessor periodically. The grading
system, ifany, will be determined
by the professor.
“ Each one of has a notion
o f what in a liberal arts educat
ion one ought to know or read,”
Professor Robert Sylvester, head
o f the department, explained. He
said that the flexibility of the
course would enable a professor
to select books “ you wouldn’ t
ordinarily get in classes.” Books
could be selected that influenced
his life, excited him, yet could
not be catalogued into a specific
course.
“ When I teach the course I
[don’ t want anyone in it with a
3,0 acum or over,” he added, “ It
should be a course for students
[who may never get the chance to
Ibe in honors programs and may
loecome more involved in the work
—break out of their shells,” He
said he was concerned with the
smphasis on grades in some
;ases because some people never
lo make it because they aren’ t
Iven the opportunity.
Permission to offer the course
ms granted about a week ago. It
is the first one of its kind, but
rlvester added he hoped other
departments might consider such
bourses.
Tutorial
reading, officially
srmed Philosophy 595, will be
^pen to all majors.
P rofessor Paul Brockelman
dll teach the first class in
jptember.

I

decorated it in dungarees and
a shirt in the lounge of Randall
Hall and returned it to the lounge
of Englehardt. About 40 or 50
men gathered in the lounge and
shortly thereafter the girls were
thrown into one o f the Englehardt
showers.
“ Students who willfully destroy
University property should be
assessed for it, but shouldn’ t
be assessed for normal wear
and tear,” Stevens claimed. “ If
the post was loose then t h e y
shouldn’t be assessed fully for
it.”
The estimate for replacing the
post is $75 according to the re
port given Stevens, The girls
will probably not have to pay
the full price, he said. He is
still investigating.
Later in the same evening,
some men from the Quadrangle
painted signs on the roof of
Randall Hall and on the unfinish
ed roof of the Randall-Hitchcock
addition. The signs included the
class numbers ’ 68 and ’ 69 and
were painted with red fluorescent
paint which “ proved easily trace
able,” Clifton Hildreth, UNH
Chief Security Officer, stated.
The investigation of the stunt
is not complete yet, “ We don’ t
know who the guilty people are.
The students may or may not
know.
Somewhere
somebody
knows who is responsible,”
Prentice Strong, Assistant Hous
ing Director stated.
strong and Stevens are con
cerned about finding out the per(Continued on page 5)

Andy
Merton
Pop Toys, Inc., America’ s
largest manufacturer of indoor
games, has come out with its
most elaborate, most expensive
board game ever. It is called
“ War.”
“ War” can be played bjf as
few as three people, although
the game is much more exciting
when played by six, the recom 
mended number.
The War Board is a 2’ square
map of Southeast Asia, divided
into 57.6 one inch squares.
Each player chooses one of
six plastic “ power symbols,”
including a hawk, a dove, a tengallon hat, a militant Buddhist,
an angry war lord, and a shaky
premier.
Other game equipment in
cludes the following plastic
“ pawns:” six U, S. infantrymen,
each representing one di^dsion;
five B-52 bombers, representing
len planes each; one horde of
rioting students; and $50 billion
in paper money,
A stack of
“ Random Factor” cards and a
pair of dice round out the equip
ment.
The object of the game is
different for each player, often
shifts during the course of the
action, and is never entirely
clear to anyone.
At the beginning of play the
“ power symbols” are placed on
(Continued on page 13)

Senior Linda Breory
Chosen Miss U N H
Last April, Linda Breary
crowned Linda Peterson Miss
UNH.
Last Satxirday Miss Peterson
returned the crown to Miss
Breary, in the 1966 winner of the
UNH pagent.
A senior art major from Kennebunk, Maine, she has been a
student senator, and was pres
ident of Hitchcock Hall in 1964.
She Ls also a figure skating
Instructor,
Her mother, M rs, Alice Breary
is the housemother at Sigma
Beta.
Sara Symmes, a freshman from
Harwich, Mass,, was first runnerup, while Evelyn Harvey, a
senior from Gloucester, Mass.,
was second runnerup.
“ I don’ t think anybody knows

Feis To Give Lecture Series Here

Dr. Herbert Feis, special conbultant to the Secretary of War
luring the Truman admlnistraion will begin a series of four
jctures here Tuesday,

By

His other scheduled lectures
include: Thursday, April 28,
“ Containment and the Truman
Doctrine,” 8 p.m ,, MUB; Tues
day, May 3, “ The Marshall Plan
and the Need for Economic Co
Feis’ first speech, “ The De- operation,” also at 8 in the
Ision to Drop the Atomic Bomb,” Union and Thursday, May 5, “ The
I'll! be given Tuesday at 8 p.m. Korean Decisions,” 8 p.m,. Un
Murkland Auditorium.
ion.

Linda Breary
how happy I am.,.they are the
greatest girls to work with,”
Miss Breary said after her vic
tory was announced.
Each finalist in the Miss UNH
Pageant was asked a question
by the judges. Miss Breary’ s
question was: “ On the first night
of the Dartmouth Winter Carni
val Weekend you are at a fratern
ity party and your date takes off
with another girl. What would
you do and why?
She answered: “ Dartmouth is
an all male campus; Pd hustle!”
She also performed an “ Indian
A-Go-Go”
routine
involving
singing and baton work.

Twenty pacifists demonstrated
against the war in Vietnam in
front of the Draft Board in Ex
eter this morning. They were
led by thin, blond, 18-year-old
David Benson o f the Committee
for Nonviolent Action,
About 25 counter pickets, most
students at Exeter Academy, held
an orderly demonstration on the
other side of the street.
According to Exeter patrol
man, Merril Rinfret, a crowd of
500 was on hand at 10:30 a.m. as
Benson returned to Selective Ser
vice Board No, 8 in Exeter his
uncompleted classification ques
tionnaire and his registration
certificate which he had report
edly torn up during a demonstra
tion at the Boston Army Base

Look Inside’
True Advises
“ People look Inside them
selves to explain their succes
ses but look outside of them
selves to explain their failures,”
said Dr, Herbert True last
nighL
True, a psychologist, who is
billed as “ America’ s Mr, Creat
ivity,” began his lecture in John
son Theater before a meager
audience by strolling down the
aisle from the back of the theater
and addressing his listeners from
the center of the theater.
Clad in a baseball uniform,
he claimed that “ the guy who
wears the uniform is a profes
sional, but he would have to
prove it to you,”
In between his off the cuff
jokes and remarks about the
governor and the proposed tuition
hike. True tried to make the
point that an educated man must
have a knowledge of his abilities
and must be able to take him
self lightly and his job seriously,
mist ask questions, and above
all, take the initiative.
Getting away from the point.
True commented that the Catho
lic priests are now saying mass
at “ a $1,98 ironing board” while
they have their backs to mag
nificent and expensive altars,
hi the new churches bucket seats
will replace the pews so that
people will be more comfortable,
and strapped in, can’ t leave un
til the mass is over. The con
fessional will be converted into
a “ drive-in” affair where one
must “ toot ’ n tell or go to hell,”
By means of his presentation,
which included slides of such
things as donkeys and a woman
shaving her face. True was try
ing to convince the audience that
the professional is one who is
a “ majority of one” and that
the greatest achievement a man
can do is to “ give himself to
something so big that it will
take others generations to fin
ish.”
True is well-known to aud
iences throughout the United
States, Canada and Mexico. He
(Continued on page 16)

March 25,
Following the Boston incident,
Benson received a 1-A classifi
cation which he reportedly burn
ed. He has been indicted and is
now free on personal recogni
zance pending trial.
Television cameras whirred
as Mrs. Elizabeth McCann, a
clerk at the draft board, dis
played the shredded bits of paper
that symbolized the defiant spirit
on the unprepossessing Benson,
who was released from jail Tues
day after serving 20 days in con
nection with the Boston demon
stration.
The vigil at Exeter was peace
ful. One heckler did throw a
few eggs at the pacifists, but
“ we picked him up quickly,”
Rinfret said.
Robert Dunn, UNH class of
’ 64, was among the pacifists.
Dunn, who campaigned for the
abolishment of mandatory ROTC
while at UNH, said that he de
cided to join the protest after
reading an editorial in The Man
chester Union Leader denouncing
pacifists.
“ I think it’ s kind of important
to protect the right to protest,”
he said.
Dunn was classified
1-0 (conscientious objector) un
til, as he put it, “ I made the
mistake of taking the physical,
and now I’ m 4 -F ,”
Arthur Harvey, publisher of
The Greenleaf, a weekly paper
of opinion, also demonstrated
against the Vietnam conflict.
Formerly a member of CNVA
himself, Harvey said that while
he did not agree with every,
“ ?&&?(?*&%^S%% in the CNVA
doctrine, I am sympathetic with
their cause,”
The demonstrators carried
signs and placards bearing such
slogans as “ We support con
scientious objectors,” “ N a v y
C, O.’ s Refuse to Kill,” and
“ End the War in Vietnam Now.”
A cross the street there were
(Continued on page 8)

University
Employees
Adopt Union
By Sandra Ahem
“ I think everyone in the state
of New Hampshire realizes the
employees at the University work
for nothing—and SEA is the only
hope there is of getting a living
wage,” stated one worker at the
heating plant telling why he join
ed the newly organized S t a te
Employment Association.
The main purpose of the or
ganization, according to its mem
bers, is to enable UNH employees
to qualify for State employee
rates. If done, and a legislative
bill would be necessary, the Un
iversity would have to increase
all non-academic salaries.
The Association sets up local
chapters only when there will
be an assured membership of
(Continued on page 2)
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Butterball Commits Xardinal Sin’, But
Mother, Foal Steal Show At Little Royal
By Grace Clover
Dwight Barney may have won
the premiere showman award
in Putnam Pavilion Saturday, but
the real show girl was UNH's
May Star who foaled shortly after
noon during the Little Royal.
This was the Thirteenth An
nual Little Royal Livestock Show
run by the Animal Industry Club
under the chairmanship of Lutie
E llis.
Dedication o f the Royal
this year was to P rofessor Ger
ald L. Smith, professor in charge
of the UNH livestock section.
Students displayed the Univer
sity livestock and were judged
by two members of the faculty
of the University of Rhode Is
land. The judges were P rofes
sors B. W. Henderson Jr., and
Ernest H. Barousek. The two
members of the URI Depart
ment of Animal Science judged
classes of both beef and dairy
cattle, swine, sheep, and horses.
The students who participated
in the show had been working
with their animals for six weeks
grooming them and training them
to lead and stand on command.
Most of the students who took
part were either from the four
year school of agriculture or
TSAS but some were in Liberal
Arts, The students ranged from
freshmen to seniors.
There are a great many trials
and tribulations to be faced when
training animals. The handler
with the most patience usually
does the best in the show ring.
The students do everything
possible to make their animals
look in top shape for the judges—
from cutting eyelashes to trim 
ming hoofs.
It takes a lot o f
patience to trim a dairy cow’ s
hoof.
As Kathy Truman ex
claimed while working with a
hammer and chisel on her calf.
Hot Rod, “ Put your stupid foot
down and don’ t kick my head
off!”
Hot Rod is an obstinate little
black and white calf who entered
in the Holstein and Jersey class.
The class was won by Chuck
Cleveland.
The Ayrshire and
Guernsey class was won by Steve
Trombly,
After many hours of work with
her colt. Sweepstakes, Mary Fos
ter commented, “ Your coat may
shine, but it’ s really just polish
over the dirt. He’ s really in
telligent, I think,” she added

SENIORS

as he twisted himself up in the
cross ties as she tried to shave
off his whiskers.
Although they had six weeks,
many students were working late
Friday night and at dawn Satur
day putting the finishing touches
on their animals, “ I’ ll probably
end up staying here all night
working on ‘ Charlie.’ ” Ann
Bowley commented at ten o’ 
clock Friday,
Ann won second place in her
class.
Down at the horse barn things
were buzzing early Saturday
morning, too. To stripe or not
to stripe, that was the question.
After much consultation with
M rs, Briggs, the UNH riding
instructress, it was decided to
go ahead and darken the black
parts of UNH Conavics hoofs
with shoe polish.
She looked
her best in the class and she
and Josie Hutchins won first in
the Morgan class.
UNH Donavic’ s son, Townman, won the
colt class, led by Tim Butter
field.
Jackie Teague said as she
walked her horse UNH Cantovic
over to Putnam pavilion, “ Well,
I hope she goes well. I don’ t
think she’ s ever walked straight
in her life, but there’ s always
a first time. She IS clean, but
all the other students know what
they’ re doing,” she added.
The best groomed cow was
Butterball, entered by Peter Day,
Butterball walked into the ring
all right, but unfortunately she
kept on walking right away from
Peter and towards the judge who
later commented as he judged
the class, “ Of course, this boy
committed the cardinal sin by
losing his animal.”
Butterball and Peter got sec
ond in the Hereford class which
was won by Edward Pettit and
his beef cow.
The swine class was something
quite different from the other
classes.
In showing pigs, no
halter or lead rope is used.
They are allowed to wander around the ring at will, guided
by the long stick of the handler.
The pigs generally do exactly
the opposite o f what you want
them to, commented Ringmaster
Carl Read who was assisted by
Don Howe.
Lester Colby won
the swine class with his welltrained pig.

NO PAYMENTS
UNTIL AFTER
GRAEMUATIONf
CALL CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE

Pete and Ozzie,
Triality at ILP

Port City Triality

HARDW ARE
H O U SE

Loco Parentis,” the MUB
coffee house, is featuring Pete
and Ozzie and the Port City
Triality this weekend.
Peter Saunders and Mary Ann
Ozgood, UNH students who per
form on the guitar and autoharp.
with vocal harmony, will play

Durham

SL

YouVe tried the r e s t . . .
Now try the BEST!

DEN HARTLEY
868-2561

D ry Cleaning & Pressing

Auto City
STATE STREET
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

B. M. C.
KinERY AUTO SALES INC.
ALSO USED SPORT CARS
OF ALL MAKES IN STOCK
— AMERICAN CARS ALSO —

3/1.50

Jenkins

Friday evening.
The first place group in the
Notre Dame College competitive
hootenanny in Manchester, the
Port City Triality will be back
by popular demand on Saturday
night. The group, made up of
Ray Spencer, George Stapleford,
and Dick Clark, is also from
UNH,
The coffee house is open week
days from 9 p.m . to 12 p.m . and
Friday and Saturday from 9 p.m .
to 1 a.m.

SEA authority.
At the next regular meeting
of the local members. May 3,
election of officers and directors
will be held. The vote will be
by ballot and anyone at the meet
ing may nominate himself or
another.
Presently running on the slate
of offices are; fireman Eugene
Doucette, president; B e a t r i c e
Bamford, assistant at the Uni
versity extension service, vice
president; assistant engineer Bill
Erikson, treasurer; Nancy A.
Cleveland, secretary.
The Board of D irectors who
will serve as the policy makers
will also be elected at the meet
ing.
Running for the Board
positions are: Gretchen Amazeen, Reginald Amazeen, assis
tant Are chief A1 E, Grimes,
policeman Charles E, P erry,
After elections, the chapter
will be divided into committees.
Each committee will represent
a group o f employees doing sim
ilar work— clerks, stenograph
ers, engineers, janitors.
A chief complaint of these
groups is the unequal pay scale
for persons doing the same type
work and having the same senior
ity without equal benefits.
Other complaints concerning
wages were: policemen’ s wages
“ aren’t fit to live on,” and watch
men are classified on three dif
ferent pay scales although they
are all doing the same amount
and kind of work.
Some don’ t want to join the
Association because they feel
they will not gain anything. “ 1
didn’ t join it because for the
$13 a year I will pay, I will not
get anything out o f it—I won’ t
get shorter working hours, or
better pay than I have now, and
I already have good health bene
fits,” said M rs. Herbert Scheibel, receptionist at the MUB
desk.

MGB
AUSTIN - HEALY
SPRITE

GOLF BALLS

BUY A LATE MODEL
AUTOMOBILE NOW!

The colt class was one of
the best in the show, “ There
is very little difference between
first and fifth in this class,
the judge commented.
Young horses are very hard
to work with. As Pam Dodier
commented after a discouraging
session with Campus Kid, her
colt, another son o f UNH Donavic, “ He’ s not any more head
shy than I am. He’ s just pre
tending!”
Two demonstrations were per
formed during the day, Cheryl
George and her champion Mor
gan gelding, Orcland Music Man,
did exercises in both perform
ance and equitation style. Mrs.
Briggs narrated, as Music Man
did such maneuvers as turns
on the forehand and turns on
the haunches. In the afternoon,
Dwight Barney and Bruce Clem
ent gave a sheep-shearing dem
onstration.
In the morning, as each class
was placed, the judge gave the
reasons for each decision. The
students who won each class
were eligible for the premiere
showman class in the afternoon.
Each student in this class was
required to show each breed
of animal. In the regular com
petition the students were judged
on the animal’ s appearance and
manners as well as on their
own appearance, alertness, and
showmanship; in the premiere
class only the students are judg
ed.
At the end of the premiere
class the judge announced Dwight
Barney as the ‘ outstanding show
man.’ Steve Trombley was re
serve, Barney also received a
trophy donated by the Omega
chapter of Alpha Gamma Rho
for the Champion Male Show
man.

SEA Forms Chapter Here
(Continued from page 1)
fifty people.
The University
started with ten prospective
members in Novembet'who went
out recruiting other employees
until membership reached sixtytwo this past week. The benefit
of having a local chapter is
better representation and strong
er organization.
“ We need to be organized to
be heard when we have prob
lem s— and we surely have prob
lem s.
It will be good to let
the authorities know that we ex
ist,” said Ray B. Greene, jan
itor in Hamilton-Smith,
The chapter will become of
ficial when it receives its chart
er at the next meeting, following
approval of the constitution by
the parent association in Con
cord, and after elections.
The Association differs from
a union in that it is less strin
gent, not antagonistic, and does
not pressure its m em ters. There
is no contract to sign and no
rules enforcing members to re
main in the Association.
“ Some are afraid that if the
bosses get into office and on
the committees, their griev
ances will not be any good. But
;if the grievance is legitimate
and proven, the organization will
take care of it. However, SEA
will not protect an employee if
he is in the wrong,” said one

RL 236 Kittonr* Me.
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SW EATERVIUE, USA
for your convenience we are
REMODELING

EXCEPTIO N AL VALU ES
THROUGHOUT THE STORE
The most unusual store in New Hampshire
‘‘Fine Quality at Factory Low Prices”

BRAD McINTlRE

________ Durham, New Hampehire

Comer Maplewood Avenue & Central Avenue
Portsmouth, N. H.
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University C a lend a r
FRIDAY, APRIL 22
Outing Club Conference — a weekend conference
Leaving Union 6 a.m., 9 a.m., fo r Front Royal, Va.
Varsity Baseball: UNH vs. Springfield
3 p.m.
Brackett Field
American Society for Microbiology
4 p.m.
Spaulding Life Science 135
Microbiology Lecture
Dr. Carl Robinow, professor at University o f W es
tern Ontario (American Society fo r Microbiology
Meeting will lecture).
8 p.m.
Coos, Cheshire Room
Film Festival: “ Louisiana Story”
8 p.m.
Johnson Theater
Penhellenic MERP Dance
8 p.m.
Strafford Room
*Student Centennial Program: Pete Seeger
Former member o f “ The Weavers” sings and plays
folk music.
8:30 p.m.
Snively
SATURDAY, APRIL 23
NHOC: Bicycling to York Beach
All day — sign up at MUB
Film Festival: Films by Richard Leacock
9 a.m.
Johnson Theater
“ Careers in Science” — Dr. Isaac Asimov
10 a.m.
Philips Auditorium
Freshman Lacrosse: UNH vs. Tufts
2 p.m.
Field
Varsity Lacrosse: UNH vs. Middlebury
2 p.m.
Field
Varsity Baseball: UNH vs. Rhode Island
Brackett Field
2 p.m.
Senior Concert
Richards Auditorium
8 p.m.
SUNDAY, APR IL 24
NHOC: Rock Climbing
Leaving MUB 7:30 a.m.
Joe English Cliff
N.E. Morgan Horse Club
Pavilion
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
MONDAY, APRIL 25
Bloodmobile
1 p.m. - 6 p. .m
Strafford Room
TUESDAY, APR IL 26
Bloodmobile
1 p.m.
Strafford Room
“ The Role o f Behaviorial Scientist in Management” —
Emmanuel Kay
1 p.m.
Richards Auditorium
Varsity G olf: UNH vs. UMass
1 p.m.

^am |j0litrc
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'Peter' Turtle
Races
A turtle named “ Peter” will
be carrying the hopes of UNH
in the third annual International
Turtle Race in Washington, D.C.,
on May 7,
The Student Senate at its last
meeting decided to send $6 to
purchase a turtle for the race
and cover the registration fee.
The race, to be held at American
University, is for the benefit
of the Muscular Dystrophy Fund,
People often have difficulty
naming their children, but the
Senate seemed to have more
trouble naming the turtle. At
the meeting. Senator David D eering made a motion to name the
turtle “ P eter,” and it was im
mediately seconded by Senator
Peter Brown. The Senate’ s own
“ P e t e r ” — President Peter
i^aulding — slightly red-faced,
called the motion out of order.
After an appeal to the chair
and a reconsideration, the mo
tion was finally passed and Pet
er the turtle was on his way
to the International Turtle Race
for UNH.
The cyclotron escaped fro m
its concrete prison at Berkely
the other day, but was recaptured
two hours later on the Los
Angeles Freeway. “ I can’ t un
derstand what got into that thing,”
said P rofessor Vorpal Flex, who
thinks the cyclotron was heading
for Disneyland when it was
apprehended.

IHIS SUMMER

A program designed to make
the unparalleled resources of
Washington, D.C. available to
students in other colleges and
universities.

Com ing to Boston?

JUNE 13-JULY 20
JULY21-AUGUST 26

L iv e a t

Hom e Hotel for Young W om en tn Bust*
ness,

attending

Boston

Schook

and

Colleges.

• Special 3-week workshops in
Education begin June 13,
July 5, and July 25
• Air-conditioned classrooms,
library and residence hall
• Urban campus just four
blocks from the White House

• Intown living, convenient to down*

write for catalogue:
Dean of the
Summer Sessions
The George
Washington
University
Washington, D.C.

town Boston
• Economical— Rates $20-$28 a week,
including any two meals a day
• Social Activities

11 L Nevrton Street, Boston, Mass.
C O 2 -1 8 7 0

A^ShoIman

(By the author of “ Rally Round the Flag, Boys!” ,
“ Dohie Gillis” etc.)

R O O M M A T E S R E V IS IT E D

This morning’s mail brought a letter from a student at
a prominent Western university (Princeton). “Dear Sir,”
he writes. “In a recent column you said it was possible to
get along with your roommate if you try hard enough.
Well, I’d like to see anyone get along with my roommate!
Mervis Trunz (for that is his name) practices the ocarina
all night long, keeps an alligator, wears knee-cymbals, and
collects airplane tires. I have tried everything I can with
Mervis Trunz, but nothing works. I am desperate, (signed)
Desperate.”
Have you, dear Desperate, really tried everything? Have
you, for example, tried a measure so simple, so obvious,
that it is easy to overlook? I mean, of course, have you of
fered to share your Personna® Super Stainless Steel Blades
with Mervis Trunz?
To have a friend, dear Desperate, you must be a friend.
And what could be more friendly than sharing the bounty
of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades? Who, upon en
joying the luxury of Personna, the nickless, scrapeless, tug
less, hackless, scratchless, matchless comfort of Personna,
the ease and breeze, the power and glory, the truth and
beauty of Personna—who, I say, after such jollies could
harden his heart against his neighbor? Nobody, that’s who
—not even Mervis Trunz—especially not today with the
new Personna Super Blade bringing us new highs in speed,
comfort, and durability. And here is still a further bonus:
Personna is available both in Double Edge style and Injec
tor style.

20006

No, dear Desperate, your problem with Mervis Trunz is
far from insoluble. In fact, as roommate problems go, it is
pretty small potatoes. Compare it, for example, to the clas
sic case of Basil Metabolism and E. Pluribus Ewbank.
Basil and E. Pluribus, roommates at a prominent East
ern university (Oregon-) were at an impassable impasse.
Basil could study only late at night, and E. Pluribus could
not stay awake past nine p.m. If Basil kept the lights on,
the room was too bright for E. Pluribus to sleep. If E. Pluri
bus turned the lights off, the room was too dark for Basil
to study. What to do?
Well sir, these two intelligent American kids found an
answer. They got a miner’s cap for Basil! Thus, he had
enough light to study by, and still the room was dark
enough for E. Pluribus to sleep.
It must be admitted, however, that this ingenious solu
tion had some unexpected sequelae. Basil got so enchanted
with his miner’s cap that he switched his major from 18th
Century poetry to mining and metallurgy. Shortly after
graduation he had what appeared to be a great stroke of
luck: while out prospecting, he discovered what is without
question the world’s largest feldspar mine. This might have
made Basil very rich except that nobody, alas, has yet dis
covered a use for feldspar. Today Basil, a broken man,
squeezes out a meagre living as a stalagmite in Ausable
Chasm.
Nor has E. Pluribus fared conspicuously better. Once
Basil got the miner’s cap, E. Pluribus was able to catch up
on his long-lost sleep. He woke after nine days, refreshed
and vigorous—more vigorous, alas, than he realized. It was
the afternoon of the Dean’s tea. E. Pluribus stood in line
with his classmates, waiting to shake the Dean’s hand. At
last his turn came, and E. Pluribus, full of strength and
health, gave the Dean a firm handshake—so firm, indeed,
that all five of the Dean’s knuckles were permanently fused.
The Dean sued for a million dollars and, of course, won.
Today E. Pluribus, a broken man, is paying off his debt by
walking the Dean’s cat every afternoon for ten cents an hour.
■Tv*

• 64 year record of safety and
security
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PLEASE CALL US . . .
All organizations wishing
to place announcements in
the University Calendar are
requested to submit them in
writing or to call The NEW
HAMPSHIRE, at 868-2581,
on or before Monday of the
week in which the announce
ments are to appear.

Varsity Baseball: UNH vs. UVM
3 p.m.
Sidore Lecture: “ Truman’s Vital Decisions”
Herbert Feis, a noted historian, economist and Pul
itzer prize winner, lectures.
8 p.m.
Richard’s Auditorium
W EDNESDAY, APRIL 27
Bloodmobile
C 3“
1 p.m.
Strafford Room
'
W
'
Varsity Tennis: UNH vs. UConn
1:30 p.m.
Courts
Varsity Lacrosse: UNH vs. Brown
YOU CAN EARN UP TO 14 HOURS OF
3 p.m.
Field
COLLEBE CREDIT WHILE
Freshman Baseball: UNH vs. Exeter
3 p.m.
Brackett Field
MADCAPS
4:15 p.m.
Durham-Cheshire
NHOC Open Meeting
Lecture by Robert Renfro; filni on White Water
Canoeing.
8 p.m.
Durham-CheshireRoom
Bloodmobile
IN THE NATION’S CAPITAL
1 p.m.
Strafford
Phi Beta Kappa Initiation
AT THE GEORGE
6 p.m.
Belknap-Durham-Coos
Sidore Lecture: “ Truman’s Vital Decisions”
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
8 p.m.
Strafford
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We, the makers o f Personna Blades and the sponsors o f this
.colum n, will not a ttem p t to expertize about room m ates.
But we will tell you about a great shaving-m ate to Personna
—Burma Shave®! It soaks rings around any oth er lather; it
com es in regular and merit hoi.
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A dvisor Program Expands,
Handles 4 0 % of LA Frosh Class
Fifty upperclassmen will as
sume roles as student advisors
in the fall. They will replace
faculty advisors, at least par
tially.
According to David Steelman,
the student advisors will attempt
to straighten out freshman prob
lem s for more than forty per
cent of the class of 500 liberal
arts students.
The student advisor program,
expanded from 21 to 50 students
this year, has been operating
for three years.
“ Two years ago, a study was
conducted to determine the dif
ferences in the faculty and stu
dent systems,** Steelman said.
“ They came to the conclusion
that there was no significant
difference as far as the advisees

were concerned.**
Student advisors have th e au
thority to sign drop and add
cards, authorize schedule cards,
and carry on all business that a
faculty member assigned to the
job can do.
“ Of course students can*t
handle really deep problems,**
Steelman admitted. “ There are
people paid by the University to
assume those responsibilities.
But neither could the faculty
advisors.**
According to Steelman, more
than 100 students applied fbr the
40 positions available for new
advisors this year. They will
attend a three week training pro
gram later in the semester.
Steelman added he hoped the
program would continue e^^anding.

12 New Members
For Pi Gamma Mu

FROSTY

Aim ing For WOO Pint Goal

Part two of “ Operation 1000**
begins Monday when the R e d
Cross Blood Drive begins its
spring campaigning in Durham.
‘ “ Operation
1000** as this
year*s drive has been named,
has set a goal of 1000 pints of
blood in dedication to the UNH
Centennial.
Donors in the fall
pushed the total to 464 pints,
536 short of this goal.
According to M rs. William
Stearns, local chairman of the
Red C ross, Durham* s quota in
the annual blood drive is badly
needed to alleviate a serious
shortage of blood in the New
Hampshire-Vermont area. For
many years UNH has been the
largest single contributor to the
NH-Vt. Regional Blood Center,
You can tell a pro by his M rs. Stearns added.
Students, faculty and towns
tripod - H. True.
Twelve juniors and seniors
were recently initiated into the
Aplha of New Hampshire chapter
of P i Gamma Mu, national social
sciences honor society.
At the ceremony. Associate
P rofessors Robert C. Gilmore
and William R. Jones of the
history department were also
inducted into the society.
Among the twelve were five
seniors: Gail K. Hayes, Robert
A. Hotchkiss, George E. Howe,
John J. Lampron and Barbara
H. Nelson.
Juniors inducted
were William J. Garnett, Wil
liam M. Kafkas, Greda Kalman,
David A. Mischke, Rodney F.
Smith, Jeffrey S. Stamps, Rich
ard C. Tappan.

people are urged to ' donate to
the drive.
It will be held in
the Union April 25-28 from 1
to 5 p.m.
Appointments may be secured
at the Union desk, but will not
be necessary.
All students under 21 must
obtain signed permission slips
from their parents before don
ating blood. Slips will be avail
able at the Union desk.
A student guide to Europe which
includes material about means
and costs of transportation, op
portunities for work and study,
food and lodging, tours, student
holiday centers and capsule vo
cabularies is now available at
the library.
Ask for “ Let*s Go; the Student
Guide to Europe** at the Main
Desk.

P IZ Z A
TAKE A BREAK FROM STUDYING

STAN’S

Paul B. Allen ’58
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

PARIS TAILOR SHOP
fbr
Men and Women
Special Master Tailor
for Styling and Alterations
and Remodeling for Men and
Wommu
Dover, N. H.
517 Central Avenue
Hione 742-4308

Blood Drive Begins Jl/londay;

**Let Me Tell You About The
AdrantaROs o f Buiring Life
Inauraiioe Now**

GET YOUR
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COME TO G R A N T ’S

48 Bellamy Rood

A D E U aO U S PIZZA

Telephone 742-1642

M UTUAL TR U S T
L.IFK

I N S U R A N C E

Nothing ftner in

Free Delivery on Campus for Orders o f
3 or More Pizzas From 7 to 10 p.m., Mon. - Fri.

PRICED FROM .90 -1.50

C O M P A N Y

L IF E I N S U R A N C E

and have

Bruce Grant, Manager

UNH 1949

PETE SEEGER
FRIDAY APRIL 22
E
8:30 p. m.
T
Snively Arena
Tickets
E
S
E
E
G
E
R

$3.50, $2.50, $1.50
Available At MUB Desk
and at door
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Vandalism

«

*

(Continued from Pag© 1)
sons responsible for the sign
painting.
The guilty students
will probably go before Men’ s
Judiciary Board,
“ I would certainly think they
would pay for the damages, I
don’ t know what else it would
lead to,” Stevens said. Suspen
sion is one o f the decisions the
Board could make, he said, but
it would depend on such things
as previous disciplinary action.
Neither Strong nor Hildreth
has an estimation of the cost
of the damages.
The service
department removed the paint

and has not submitted the cost
of damages to the Housing Of
fice.
•Stevens’ chief concern is that
the Randall -Hitchcock addition
and the materials used in it
are not yet the official property
o f the University,
Hence, the
destruction of property was not
to the University but to the con
struction company. The danger
o f students falling off the roof
or being hurt in any way on a
non-University building could re-,
suit in unforseen complications.
A cross constructed of twoby-four s and propped up with
bricks and cinder bricks was
burned in the Quadrangle about
11:00 or Uj30 Saturday night.
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“ Some of the materials were
from the construction,” Hildreth
said.
Stevens does not know
all of the people involved but
has “ found out who two of them
are,”
“ I don’ t know what the motive
was. If this was done in front
o f a large group, someone in
the crowd may have associated
it with the KKK,” Stevens said.
The incident did not happen in
front of a large crowd, however.
Hildreth sees the cross-burn
ing as a practical joke.
“I
don’ t know what Freud would
call it, maybe a lessening of
tensions,”
He does not asso
ciate the cross-burning with the
roof painting.

Hunter Starts a College Bowl,
Floors W ill Compete N iay I
College Bowl will be held this
year— in Hunter Hall,
The annual MUSO-sponsored
matches between housing units
were cancelled this year because
o f a reported lack of student
interest, but several residents
of Hunter have decided to hold
their own.
“ A lot o f people in this dorm
were really upset when they heard
that there wasn’ t going to be a
College Bowl this year, for this
was the year Hunter was going

THE ADVENTURES OF
PAM AUSTIN
CHAPTER SIX
"Coronet saves the day."

Last time, we left Pam, hang
ing way out on a limb ...
with only one way to go.

to win!“” exclaimed John Davulis, who originated the dorm
College Bowl idea,
Davulis,
a junior, criticized MUSO’ s de
cision to terminate the annual
dorm competition.
Hunter Hall will have each
floor compete against each other
in two 30-minute matches on
Sunday, May 1, at 8 p.m ., in
the dorm’ s lounge. The three
floors will have four members
on each team.
Rich Aaronian
will be moderator,
“ We now have six people draw
ing up questions in all fields.
It will be sim ilar to the College
Bowl that has been held,” Davu
lis commented.
“ There is a
strong interest in the dorm, es
pecially among upper classmen
since freshmen don’ t know much
about the MUSO matches.”
Hunter Hall’ s head resident,
M rs. Kay Woodward, likes the
idea of an intra-dorm College
Bowl, “ I think it is a terrific
idea,
I was very much disap
pointed that they are not going
to have the MUSO College Bowl
this year,”
Davulis challenges any other
dorm, fraternity or sorority to
compete against the winning team
of Hunter’ s College Bowl. He
added that anyone interested is
welcome to see the three floors
compete against each other. _

Alas I Is there nothing to
save her from "Boredom Falls"?

Wait. Coming through that
cloud of dust I Those suave
good looks. That strong,
silent demeanor. That mighty
V8 power.

Those comfort-contoured bucket
seats. And ... and that
silver center console! It can
only be ...
CORONET 500 to the rescue!

How about you ... isn't it
time you dropped in to see
Coronet 500 up close? Maybe
it will save you from falling
into a rut!
THE DODGE REBELLION WANTS YOU
DODGE DIVISION

CHRYSLER

MOTORS CORPORATION

P A R T IE S _______
Up to 200 people con be
mode to feel lik e g u e s ts
when your function is plan*
ned with our June C o le .
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Father Lawless Busy
With Duties in Durham
By Bob Bruns
Father Vincent A, Lawless,
the new Catholic Chaplain and
pastor of St, Thomas More
Church, is a man dedicated to
students and his religion. How
ever, he says, “ I’ m not going
to go down main streets beating
a drum to sell God,”
The friendly, sandy-haired,
blue-eyed priest came to Durham
.from St, Joseph’ s Cathedral in
Manchester, where for four years
he was an assistant and the As
sistant Director of the Youth
Department o f the Diocese of
Manchester.
He was born and received his
early education in Long Island,
and graduated with a B, S, in
history from St. Michael’ s Col
lege in Vermont,
In 1953, after studying theology
at the Grand Seminary of Mon
treal, he was ordained and went
to St. Joseph’ s Church in Dover,

HONDA

SALES & SERVICE
HOWELL’S INC.
WESTERN AUTO

STORE

800 Islingt<m St„
Portsmouth
436*9414

Open till 9

where he stayed until 1962. On
rare occasions he would come,
to Durham to say mass for the
form er Chaplain, Father Des
mond O’ Conner, so he is “ no
stranger to the area or the Uni
versity,”
However, Father Lawless said
he was “ absolutely amazed”
when the Bishop told him of his
transfer, which was effective on
January 19 of this year.
Father Lawless was amazed
at the confidence the Bishop had
in him and because he felt that
he didn’t have the seniority to
take on the position. However,
he felt he was qualified for the
post and cited his background
in youth work, in which he came
into contact with people of uni
versity age.
“ After my pre
liminary shock,” the young priest
said, “ I was very happy.”
His first impressions of the
University were “ most favor
able.”
He has found students
“ dedicated to their education,
and very honest and candid” —
qualities he admires, “ I have
found members of the parish,
both permanent and temporary
(meaning students), very helpful
and friendly,”
Although Father Lawless is
busy seven days a week with
new commitments and activities,
he said that the geography of
the University is the most dif
ficult thing to get accustomed to.
He said his approach to the
University would not be unique,
but rather he felt that he should
“ be a priest first, last, and
always,”
Father Lawless believes that
people should integrate their re
ligion with the rest of their
lives and not just leave it in
church. As a priest, he wishes
to assist people in their faith.

Father Lawless
and daily lives.
He said that in his relationship
with students he wants to be
approachable, available and un
derstanding.

NHOC Plans
Outing to Ya.
Want to get away from it all
this weekend?
If you are, the UNH Outing
Club is planning quite an outing
this weekend.
Several members of the group
are leaving early Friday morn
ing for Fort Royal, Virginia, for
the Intercollegiate Outing Club
Conference. The annual week
end conference is attended by
more than thirty eastern college
outing clubs*
Besides meeting other outing
club members and discussing
common problems facing them,
those attending the weekend af
fair can participate in folksing
ing, square dancing, and just
plain having fun in the Blue Ridge
Mountains of Virginia.
Although the Outing Club only
has room for twelve, anybody
interested in joining them for
the trip should sign up on the
MUB bulletin board immediately.
Remember—they
leave early
Friday morning!

Does ,
this I
spot
feel sticky?
\

\

NEITHER D O E S O LD S P IC E S T IC K D E O D O R A N T
Dries as it applies . . . in seconds. And stays dry! Gives

HONDA

Go to class in style. Th e price m akes it easy. T he
perform ance m akes it a ball. And th in k of th e
m oney yo u’ll save on gas, upkeep and insurance.
No w onder Honda is the w o rld ’s biggest seller!
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Department C-5, Box 50, Gardena, California © 1966 AHM

you fast . . . comfortable . . . dependable deodorant
protection. Lasting protection you can trust. Try it.
Old S p ice S tic k D e o d o ra n t fo r Men. 1.00 plus tax.
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WUNH Announces Officers
WUNH-FM, the campus radio
station, under its new station
manager
Stephen Thompson,
elected a new slate of officers
Monday.
William Parkhurst was elect
ed Program Director and Russ
Hamm Chief Engineer. Others
elected to positions are Busi
ness Manager, Bruce Theriault;
Chief Announcer, Robert Stremba; News Director, Stephen S.
Spear; Public Relations Direct
or, Paul King; Sports Director,
Clark Corson; Member at Large,
Alan Bartenhagen, Secretary,
Sally Little; Assistant Secretary,
Bobette Gilpatric.
Student radio station engineers
at the Intercollegiate Broadcast
ing Convention at Rutgers Un
iversity last weekend learned

about UNH*s plans to install
dormitory radio convertors.
Chief Engineer Hamm demon
strated the new convertor units
to approximately fifty engineers
gathered at the convention. The
new system converts FM radio
signals so that they may be
received on AM sets.
WUNH hopes to install the
convertors in each dormitory
so that more students may be
able to listen to their student
radio station.
The convertors
are regarded as the newest in
novation in college broadcasting.
According to Thompson the
convertor system will be in
stalled as soon as possible; how
ever, “ there are still a few
bugs to work out of the system ."
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Offer Scholarships
Pefe Seeger Here Tomorrow
One man and his banjo will albums are still selling even
For Summer School make a lot o f noise in Snively though they disbanded three years
A limited number of scholar
ships of $250 for in-state stu
dents and $500 for out-of-state
students, are available to stu
dents registering for summer
school courses in history.
The
scholarships
will be
awarded first to graduate stu
dents but seniors with good aca
demic records are eligible to
apply.
To be eligible for the scholar
ships, students must be enrolled
in the two upper-division or grad
uate courses in the history de
partment for the six-week sum
mer session.
Applications are available at
the history office and should be
submitted to P rof. Charles J ^ Uson,^ American Studies' P ro-

Yotill Love
The Living

Arena this Saturday evening. The
man will be folksinger P e t e
Seeger and the noise will be
the singing of those attending
the unique evening o f entertain
ment.
Seeger, who loves to lead his
audiences in ballad and song,
plays along with his five-string
banjo and accompanied by his
strong clear voice, creates an
almost hypnotic effect on his
audiences.
Seeger organized the Weavers
.in 1951, a folk -quartet whose
gram. History Department. Se
lections will be made in the
middle of May.
Want to be a Tour Guide?
Applications are available
at the Union main desk for
positions on next year’ s Tour
Guide squad.
Last day to
file the applications is April
29.

ago.
A noted song writer be
sides being an excellent per
form er, Seeger wrote “ Wimo-'
w eh," later sung by another group
under the title “ A Lion Sleeps
Tonight," “ If I Had A Ham mer,"
“ Turn, Turn, T urn ," and “ Where
Have All The Flowers G one?"
The noted folk singer has also
been a controversial figure be
cause of his alleged political
affiliations. He was once called
before the House Un-Americaii
Activities Committee in Wash-'
ington because he refused to
name names in an investigation
o f alleged illegal Communist ac
tivity.
Tickets for Saturday evening’ s
concert are priced at $1.50,
$2.50, and $3.50, and may be
bought at the MUB reception
desk or at the door. Proceeds
from the concert will go to
Theatre- by - the - Sea, Ports
mouth.
-

ArtCarved settings
hold a diamond so delicately,
it’s almost frightening.
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y ^ e \ c even designed a diamond
engagement ring to resemble the sc^tfragile

Y ou ’ ll love the short 15-minute clrive to campus.
Y o u ’ll love the private University Swim Club.

/

petals o f a new.spring flow er.

I

So the diamond j o u show o f to the

worjd won’t only be dazzling. But elegant too.

I

Y ou ’ ll love relaxing on your ow n private patio.

In the new ArtCarved collection,

y f can choose from slim, soaring, majestic

Y ou ’ ll love the congenial atmosphere.

\designs. And without being frightened.
Because since we guarantee

Y ou ’ll love the m odern renovated apartments.

all the diamonds we set, we also

Y ou ’ ll love the low rentals.

Furnished Apts.

gucirantee they will stay right there.

Unfurnished Apts.

3 RCX5MS $80

3 ROOMS $65

4 ROOMS $85

4 ROOMS $70
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5 ROOMS $75

r See Dream Diamond Rings gnjy at these Authorized ArtCarved Jewelers
Claremont

583 C i r c u i t R o a d
Portsmouthj 436-5713
A t P o rtsm o u th R o ta ry d r iv e
north to second ex it Turn west
on Maplewood Ave., then rij^ t
on Cutts St. to Mangrove S t

FRED ALLEN
Dover

ALLIE’S JEWELERS
Hanover

WARD AMIDON

Laconia
JACK C. SAW YER
Manchester
LeMAY BROS.
Portsmouth
THE BROWN JEWELRY
CO.

Nashua

BURQUE ,IEWELERSi
INC.

Rodhester
CONRAD S. ALIE
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Not Enough Security
Last weekend’s rash of idiotic stunts, including a
cross burning, should clarify one thing — our need
for a decent security program here.
And a decent security program must include more
than having only one security policeman to cover
acres of territory each night.
Last weekend a number of students could have
been seriously hurt. And so could the one man on
duty. According to him, he approached the students
engaged in painting signs on Randall roof and the
new addition under construction. He caught one, but
was finally forced to duck flying bricks from other
students and the boy escaped. There was no one else
on duty to help him and no way of calling for help
without leaving the scene and the students.
A decent security program must include some type
of communication system.
We were told in December that a communication
system which would enable an officer to contact an
ambulance, or other forms of help, was going to be
purchased. Now, it seems, delays may have made it
imjpossible to get the system until September.
We don’t know when the University will hire a
policem'an to replace one night officer who recently
resigned. But that too, if present performance is any
indication, will take a long time.
We do not feel that continuous demands for a res
ponsible security program have been unreasonable.
If anything, they are minimum standards for safety.
If severtal students or the officer on duty had been
badly injured, perhaps a better system would be
quicker coming. We just hope it isn’t necessary. But
we’ve been hoping for a long time already.

Mental Malady
When we learned of the cross-burning that took
place in the quad Saturday night our first reaction
was that the culprits should be soundly spanked.
However, the thought occurred to us that perhaps
the individuals involved were substituting the inci
dent for something more meaningful in life which
has eluded them, and should be pitied rather than
punished.
We did some research and found a mental malady
which seems to fit their actions. It is called “ Com
pensation.”
Dr. James C. Coleman, in his “ Abnormal Psychol
ogy and Modern Life,” explains that “ Compensatory
reactions are defenses against feelings of inferiority
and inadequacy growing out of real or imagined per
sonal weaknesses as well as out of inevitable failures
and setbacks.” Coleman states that “ In extreme
cases, the individual may engage in anti-social be
havior or develop marked eccentricities in an uncon
scious attempt to get some attention and evidence of
interest and concern from others.”
The fact that the incident took place on a Saturday
night indicates that none of these “ men” have the
ability or nerve to engage in any sort of successful
social activity with the opposite sex, a most unfort
unate inadequacy.
It is indeed a shame that none of the cross-burn
ers were caught — not because they escaped pun
ishment, but because they might have been directed
to the University Counseling Center, where they
would have had an opportunity to explore and over
come their problems.
— A.M.

Staff Positions AvailableApplications for staff positions on The NEW HAMPSHIRE
are now available. Any interested students are welcome to
come in to The NEW HAMPSHIRE office and talk with us.
The NEW HAMPSHIRE needs people interested in reporting,
proofreading, and advertising. No previous experience neces
sary.
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Letters to the Editor
No Business
To the Editor:
Going through several past is
sues of the New Hampshire I
have noticed a general lack of
material in the area of business
and economics. I feel that more
coverage in this area will make
it a more well-rounded and com
plete newspaper.
Sincerely,
Tapan Mukerjee

Small Presence
To the Editor:
A request:
Would it be at all possible
for the Class of 1966 to wear
UNH Centennial stickers on their
caps commencement day in order
to justify in some small way
presence there on June 12th?
Anxiously,
Gregg Sanborn
Class of 1966

Down With Dodgers
To the Editor:
I think it is a disgrace the
way people are burning draft
cards.
It is the duty of every
American to serve his country
in whatever way he is needed.
Disgusted—
Robert Cadorette

Demonstrates
(Continued from page 1)
signs of another sort.
Hank
Greenspam, an Exeter Academy
student, carried one that said,
“ In 1965, 1,724 Americans were
killed in Vietnam. 49,000 were
killed in traffic accidents. Bum
your driver’ s license.”
“ It represents the same logic
as draft card burning,” said
Greenspam, who feels that we
cannot back out of the war now.
“ Americans should join with,
trust in, and cooperate with their
elected o fficia ls,” he said.

Jim Wright, an Exeter Aca
demy student from Kentucky,
carried a Confederate flag. “ I’ m
upholding the tradition of being
a Southerner in the North,” he
said cryptically. And added he
favors the war.
At 12:30 p.m. the demonstrat
ors began a march to Durham,
accompanied by the most im
pressive police escort in years.
Town police, the county sher
iff, and state police equipped
with a sound truck, herded the
marchers into a single file line
on the right side of the road.
The
demonstrators
seemed
cheerful as they stopped to eat
lunch out of paper bags on a
lawn two miles out of Exeter.
They had reached Newmarket
by 4:00.
According to Dean Richard
Stevens, “ Campus, local, state,
and federal officials would be
on the alert and available.”
Student leaders in Durham
were alerted of the demonstrat
ors late afternoon arrival for
a half hour vigil in front of the
Union and an 8 p.m. speech at
MADCAPS.
The demonstrators will stage
another march tomorrow morn
ing from the Union to Ports
mouth, stopping at Pease Air
Force Base for an hour vigil.
While seeking student sup
port they have insisted that all
participants must abide by non
violent procedures.
At several spots on campus,
posters were tacked up advocat
ing an egg-throwing demonstra
tion at the demonstrators.

Disappointed In ISA Coverage
To the Editor:
This letter is written with
the purpose of revelation of what
I consider to be past injustices
toward the International Student
Association by The NEW HAMP
SHIRE. This writer recognizes
the fact that The NEW HAMP
SHIRE is not obligated to publish
articles concerning the I. S. A.
The I.S.A. although not one of
the largest organizations on cam
pus, is by nature of its compon
ents, a unique one. It is also true
that not all International Stu
dents are members of this or
ganization although this must re
main the dream of every I. S. A.
administration.
It should be
pointed out also that I. S. A.
is open to American students
genuinely interested in the I.S.A.
and desiring to share with the
International Students in this or
ganization.
The I. S. A. in the past year
has recorded a number of suc
cessful events apart from a num
ber of firsts for itself; these
latter include an active summer
with two meetings, two moun
tain-climbing weekends, and two
picnics.
In September of this present
academic year, I.S.A. held an
International Tea for the newly
arriving International Students
at International House. The mag
nitude of the response was such
that it was not possible to con
tain all students and guests with
in the house (even if the day
had been cooler.)
The people
extended onto the porch and out
onto the lawn. An article never
appeared, neither did I.S.A. ques
tion the reason why.
On December 4th, the I.S.A.
held its Annual I.S.A. Ball. From
the financial return, frojn the
number attending, from the as
pect of the international enter
tainment presented, one may con
clude it to be “ at least” a qual
ified success. The Granite and
The NEW HAMPSHIRE sent staff

members to cover the event.
The Granite photographer re
mained the entire evening ac
tively busy. The NEW HAMP
SHIRE photographer was not seen
after 9:30 p.m ., its reporter
I did not meet. In any event,
no coverage. When I investi
gated, the editor informed me
that the reporter’ s story was
not good. I was promised cov
erage on the next regular I.S.A.
meeting. This was done.
The Annual I.S.A. Dinner held
last month was to be covered
and it was. Tickets were given
gratis for two reporters and
photographer.
The event was,
if not “ unique,” at least out of
the ordinary.
There were 10
international dishes prepared by
International students and women
in the community gave various
homemade pies. There was an
International Exhibit, Interna
tional Entertainment, the old and
new administrative officers of
I.S.A. were recognized and the
evening was topped off with
speaker, Mr. Thomas Coffey of
the United Nations (CCUN.)
What happened to the story?
Well, it never appeared. Why?
The reason first learned in The
NEW HAMPSHIRE office was that
the story was not good. Seeking
a personal answer from the ed
itor, two of us were informed
that it was unfortunate that the
following week was the April
Fool edition and the following
week was the spring vacation,
The argument then was that the
event had lost its news value
I pose two questions. Why
has not I.S.A. received recog
nition for its accomplishments
when The NEW HAMPSHIRE has
thought it significant enough to
dispatch staff members to these
functions? Secondly, is the year
to be written off as a series ol
unfortunate circumstances?
Many are disappointed.
Daniel R, Gallot
E x.-P res., I.S.A.
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Firemen Clean Station
Check Equipment A n d Wait
By David T. Mayberry
A flashing light, a loud siren,
and a big red truck speeding
by,,..that is when people are
most aware o f the fire depart
ment, But what happens when
there are no fires to fight? What
goes on back at the Are sta
tion?
The Durham-UNH Fire Sta
tion is the two story brick build
ing with large green doors next
to the tall UNH smoke stack and
heating building.
Polished Trucks
Inside are five highly polished
red Are engines with m irror
like chrome.
On the trucks
are stacks of carefully curled
hoses and shiny nozzles. Be
hind the trucks on the newly
painted
walls
are
neatly
arranged rows of rubber coats
and fire hats, and a carefully
ruled blackboard with the names
of three dozen men arranged
in four companies, each with
its own chief.
This is the organization that
mpans an effective fire depart
ment, and this organization is
the main concern of the depart
ment when it is not out fighting
blazes.
36 Workers
The Durham-UNH Fire De
partment consists of five fulltime men, twenty-five call men
from the town, and six student
call men.
There are two of the five
regulars on duty twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week.
During the day, the men spend
their time cleaning the station
and checking the equipment, al
ways ready for that call which
will send them into action,
John F, Donovan, Fire Chief
for ten years, explained that
the men work in rotating shifts
so no one “ will be stuck with
the night shift all the time,’ *
“ All our calls come in by
telephone,” said Donovan, Last
year there were 209 calls. So
far this year, since January 1,
the fire department has had 28,
On night duty, the men stay
right at the station. Upstairs
there are two comfortable bed
room s with three beds in each
room, a toilet, and a large meet
ing room with a television set,
a refrigerator and a stove. Two
bells on the wall are connected
to the telephones downstairs and
ring loudly enough to wake any
one.
Of the five full-time firemen,
three are married. Three also
are University of New Hamp
shire graduates.
The twenty-five townspeople
who serve as call men come
from every walk of life. There
are painters, a postman, a law
yer, a truck driver, a mechanic
and a banker.
Call men are
men who work part time for
the department.
They receive
$75 a year and are called upon
when needed.
Student Firemen
In 1961, the department de
cided to take on interested stu
dents as call men. There are
now six: two seniors, three TSA
seniors, and a sophomore.
Hank Bergson, a senior in
business
administration, has
worked at the station ever since
his freshman year. In his spare
time, he sells fire equipment
all over the state of New Hamp
shire for a Boston firm ,
Bergson explained that “ none
'f us students are Interested

Fire engines outside the UNH Fire Station — cleaned and
polished.
in the money angle o f it, we’ re
interested in fire fighting.”
Donovan said that students are
not considered for jobs until
their sophomore year because
“ freshmen have enough to keep
them busy without hanging around
a fire station,”
Sophomores
have to be recommended by a
graduating senior, “ So far, this
system has worked out beauti
fully,” he commented.
On the second and fourth Mon
days of every month the depart
ment holds a meeting.
After
the business has been transacted,
the men practice some aspect
o f fire fighting, anything f r o m
pump work to hose lays, from
first aid to ladder climbing,
* Play By Ear
Despite all this practice, there
is still no textbook on how to
fight a fire,
“ You play it by
ea r,” said Chief Donovan, “ no

two fires are the same.
We
empty the station on a house
fire and then send back what
we don’ t need to cover the sta
tion.”
The Chief feels that the stu
dents are no worse than th e
townspeople as far as fires are
concerned.
“ The students on
Hie whole are a good bunch of
kids,” he said.
Things at the station seem
relatively calm until the bell
connected to the telephone goes
off.
Then there is an obvious
increase in tension until the phone
has been answered and the call
identified.
Usually
it’ s just
“ some more children coming
to see the fire trucks, or some
body wanting their cat rescued
from a tree, but it might be
one of the calls that came once
every two days last year, a call
to put out a fire ,”

B arry A n d The Remains Booked
Spring Weekend, M a y 6,
“ Barry and the Remains” and
the “ Improper Bostonians” will
appear on campus for Spring
Weekend, May 6, 7, 8, Dave
Pratt, junior class president,
announced yesterday.
The “ Improper Bostonians’
are a rock and roll group, but
“ are much more on the British
style,” Pratt said. “ Barry and
the Remains” also a rock and
roll group, appeared on campus
for Homecoming Weekend last
sem ester. They have appeared
bn the “ Ed Sullivan Show,” “ Hul
labaloo,” and have recently re
turned from Memphis, Tenn.,
where they recorded “ Doo-wahDiddy.”
The price for the concert,
Friday night. May 6, will be
$3,00 per couple, Pratt stated.
Individual tickets will be sold
for $1,75. Tickets will be avail
able next week from junior class
representatives and at the ticket
office.
There is a “ good chance”
that Spring Weekend will also
include a concert Sunday after
noon or early Sunday evening,
Pratt is working to get “ Simon
and Garfunckle,” recorders of
“ Sound of Silence” and “ Home
ward Bound,”
Pratt is quite concerned that
in recent years Spring Weekend
has been a financial disappoint
ment; last year, the junior class
lost close to $1,000, For this
reason. Spring Weekend this year
is being treated as a test case.

7, 8

If it is not successful, it will
not continue in the M u re, Pratt
said.
To help its success the InterFraternity Council has agreed
to have no parties during the
hours o f the Friday night con
cert, In return, the junior class
is not holding a function Satur
day night; fraternity parties will
be held Saturday night,
Pratt originally tried to get
“ The Beach Boys” to appear
for Spring Weekend. Cost pre
vented this from happening; the
Beach Boys charge $6,000 for
a 3 5 -minute concert. They would
also bring a sm aller band with
them to perform for the rest of
the two-hour show.
Because of limited crowd that
campus attractions have brought
in past years, Pratt did not feel
that the class could take such
a financial risk.
“ It seems
that the absolute ceiling you can
draw for an event is 2,200. From
that figure, we were afraid to
go into a higher money bracket,”
he said.
CAMPUS CHEST
A Campus Chest Carnival
and Dance will be held Fri
day, April 29 in Snively
Arena.
Proceeds from the affair,
which will be from 8 to 12
p.m., will be donated to the
Crotched Mountain Center.
Admission is 76c single, $1 a
couple.
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Faculty Speak On Vietnam
In M U S O Lecture Series
A Symposium of seven lectures
on Vietnam by UNH faculty will
begin Monday,
The seminar, “ to acquaint our
selves with the relevant facts,
principles, purposes and dangers
involved in the present situation,
is sponsored by MUSO, “ Our pur
pose in not to advocate any par
ticular pollcy,,,Our purpose is
simply to investigate essential
aspects o f the conflict, to pre
sent these to the seminars and to
the open each seminar to in
formed and critical discussion.”
All lectures will be held in the
Carroll-Belknap rooms (except
the lecture on April 29, which
will be held in the CheshireDurham Room) from 4 to 5 p.m .
The schedule is:
Monday, April 25: The History
of the Vietnam Affair: 1945-1954,
with P rof. Paul Brockelman.
Friday, April 29: The History
of the Vietnam Affair: 1954-1966,
with P rof. Erwin Jaffe.
Monday, May 2: Vietnam in the
Context of Southeast Asia, with
P rof, John Holden,
Wednesday, May 4: Vietnam in
the Light of Contemporary China,

MacLeod Speaks,
'God Subjective'

with P rof. Allen B. Linden.
Friday, May 6: The Perspect
ive of Vietnam in relation to Con
temporary U.S, National P olicy,
with P rof. David Larson.
Monday, May 9: The Conduct
of the Struggle in Vietnam: Mil
itary, Political, and Economic,
with P rof, John Donovan.
Wednesday, May 11: The P ros
and Cons of Military Expansion
in Vietnam, with P rof. Peter
Sylvester^

Leacock Shows
Films Here
Film maker Richard Leacock
is at UNH today and tomorrow
to show his film s and lecture.
Leacock, one of the leaders
of the “ New Wave” movement
who have produced study and
documentary film s, will lecture
tomorrow in Johnson Theater
at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m .
Among the film s he is show
ing are documentaries produc
ed for Time, Inc., “ Yankee No”
on Pan-American relations, “ On
the Pole” a film about a race
driver, uncut film on the con
temporary Russian com poser,
Stravinsky, and a satirical short,
“ Mother’ s Day,”
James A. Fasanelli, associate
professor of the arts, said the
film showing and lectures are
“ an unusual opportunity to see
contemporary films and to get
as close as possible to the tech
nique of film making.” He said
that Leacock “ uses the camera
as an eye,”
The film showings are open
to the public without charge.

By Sandra Cohen
P rofessor W. J, MacLeod de
fended the much criticized posi
tion of William James in James’
essay “ The Will to Believe”
Tuesday night.
“ To James, belief is a working
hypothesis opening the doors to
new truth,” MacLeod said. In
rejecting the scientific evidence
for the non-existence of G o d ,
James maintains that reason and
intellect do not suffice for such
options which are “ live, momen
tous, and forced.” The religious
hypothesis—belief in God— is one
of these genuine options which
must be lent to subjective ex
The
Contemporary
Dance
perience. The emotions dictate;
Group will present a Centennial
the intellect corre cts,
Concert April 29 at 8 p.m , in
James is skeptical. He writes
Johnson Theater,
that “ the only absolute truth we
Choreography for the dances
may hold is that there is an
has been worked out by students,
absolute truth,” MacLeod con
student groups, and Miss Jean
tinued, The total self requires
Morrison, assistant professor of
emotional and intellectual satis
physical education for women,
faction. The verification of truth
the group’ s advisor.
will extend over the experience
Women who will dance to the
o f the entire human race.
music of Pete Seeger, Dave BruA common misunderstanding
beck, Francis Poulene, F e r d e
drawn from James’ writings is
Grafe, and the Swindle Swingers
that he advocates blind faith and
are: Sally Daniels, Linda Bill
belief in “ anything that makes
ings, Bertha Barnes, Jan Beau
us feel good,” MacLeod said,
lieu, Karen Jensen, Joanna P ar“ These conclusions are false.
menter, and Anne Pelikan,
Under no circumstances is the
The concert is open to the
acceptance o f falsehood, contra
public free of charge.
diction or dogma right,” he con
tinued.
James is pragmatic in his
beliefs.
There is no certain
evidence that there is or is not
a God. If, in reality, God does
exist, then to believe in him
will be in the favor of the be
liever. There is benefit rather
than risk involved in this pro
position, MacLeod explained.
“ A belief must be controlled
HIGH YIELD DUPLEX ‘6’
by past truths and new insights,”
he said, James wished to keep 6, Rents $125/month. Price
$10,000.00. $300 down. F.H.
open the field o f discovery for
A. appraised. 13-15 Forest
new truths,
Street, Newmarket, N. H.
MacLeod’ s speech was spon
Call 772-2201.
sored by the United Protestant
Association. He is a professor
SUMMER JOBS IN A L A S 
KA, are profitable. Listings
from Baldwin-Wallace College
o f Company names and ad
in Berea, Ohio where he is chair
dresses: $1.00 to Denis Rydman of the philosophy depart
jeski; c / o E. R. Anuto; RR
ment, About sixty people attend
ed the lecture held in Spaulding 10; Lafayette, Indiana.
Life Science building.

Students Dance
For Centennial
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Private Funds Will Finance Part IV
Badly Needed Construction Growth Indicates N eed For
Better Dorm Building Policy

growing Home Economics De
By Sue Merton
“ The College of Agriculture partment,” the Dean said.
The College’ s growth has par
will finance two new buildings
entirely from private funds,” alleled that of the University.
Over 330 students are presently
said Dean Harry A. Keener.
“ Because of rapid growth of enrolled in the four year Bache
University at this time we felt lor of Sciences program and
we could not expect the neces another 206 are- entered in the
sary funds from the New Hamp two year Thompson School of
shire legislature at this time,” Applied Sciences. Facilities are
greatly overcrowded at this time,
he explained.
A conservatory green house, however.
“ Funds to draw up plans for
which has been a dream of the
Agriculture Dept, for over five an addition to Nesmith Hall have
years, will house plants from been allotted, although construc
all areas of the globe for student tion funds have not yet been
and regional study programs. appropriated,” Keener said.
The plant and animal science
“ Each unit will contain the par
ticular plant life of a geograph library will expand and allow
ical location.
The exterior of more extensive study programs.
the building will also be land Also, the Department of Animal
scaped with regional plant life,” Sciences and Home Economics
facilities will be enlarged.
Keener added.
The newly formed Thompson
Easy Expansion
The original building will be School of Applied Sciences will
designed for easy ej^ansion at be centered around a new build
a later date. The second build ing opposite Putnam Hall on Mast
ing will contain light horse stab Road. It will house meat lab
les to replace the University oratories and a milk processing
horse barn which burned to the center, both of which will be
ground in 1961.
Since then a opeifated by students under teach
reduced herd of Morgans have er guidance.
Valuable Experience
been housed in crowded tempor
ary quarters.
“ Both these areas will not
“ The College of Agriculture only give students valuable ex
' will begin its drive for funds perience in food processing but
as soon as the Centennial Fund also in business management,”
Drive has closed. WO will ap Keener said.
peal largely to those people in
“ The University will even
terested in light horse husbandry tually resume its dairy services
rather than small individual con to dormitories and dining halls
tributions,” the Dean stated.
which were discontinued in 1964
In the near future the College when facilities in Taylor Hall
o f Agriculture also hopes to erect became outdated,” he said.
a Livestock Activities Center
•fhe meat laboratory will be
and Riding Pavilion which will used
largely
by
Thompson
provide not only an arena for School’ s Food Service Manage
livestock and dairy classes but ment classes but will also serve
also act as a state center for Hotel Administration majors and
shows, clinics, meetings and4-H. Home Economic nutrition stu
activities. The arena would seat dents.
600 people with separate areas
Extensive Cooperation
for classes and small groups.
“ As these fa cilities illustrate,
The planned Animal Pathology the College of Agriculture often
Laboratory and Research Cen works closely with the College
ter with laboratories and ob of Liberal Arts in its study
servation stalls will allow the program s,” Keener said.
University to undertake entirely
“ For example, in the areas
new programs to solve diseases of biochemistry and genetics,
in all dom e^ic animals.
both colleges cooperate exten
Fund Hopes
sively. Well over fifty per cent
“ We hope funds for these build of students in Home Economics
ings will be provided by the and up to 90 per cent o f the
state legislature in the regular students using horseback riding
University budget at a future facilities belong to the College
date,” Dean Keener said.
of Liberal A rts,” Keener added.
These buildings are only part . *kThe Department of Geology
of the overall expansion of the also will share adjoining facil
College of Agriculture facilities.' ities with the Department of Soil
“ Because of the demands from and Water Resources in James
industry and a technological age Hall second semester next year,
the College of Agriculture has since these two areas of study
felt the need to update its entire are related,” he added.
program and organization in the
The poultry farm and experi
past five years,” stated Keener. ment station will also be moved
“ The College of Agriculture into enlarged modern facilities
deals not only with the problems near Ritzman Nutrition Labor
o f agricultural development but atories to make room for a new
also those of the Life Sciences, Physics building and the expan
Natural Resources and a rapidly sion of Forest Park next year.
DOWNTOWN

PORTSMOUTH

By Paul Gi^as
UNH is small— one of th e
smallest state universities around, UNH has long lines only
occasionally, personal attention
is paramount, classes, except
for the antiquated freshman re
quired courses are small, teach
ers teach and violence is limited.
Administratively, UNH thinks
like any small school.
But UNH has been growing.
UNH had first semester 1959,
3,586 students, by 1963 atten
dance had ^one up to 4,528 and
this year 5,513.
Most of this
increase has come from fresh
men.
In 1959, 991 freshmen
were accepted, in 1963, 1,103,
in 1966, 1,700. Says UNH Reg
istrar Owen B. Durgin, “ The
worst of it is over, the increase
will be only gradual from now
on.”
By 1972, Durgin continued, 7 ,000 students should be attending
UNH.
As far as modern state uni
versities go, this isn’ t much
of a jump. There is no reason
for the University administra
tion to fall all over itself trying
to accommodate these numbers.
It won’ t,
__
Further growth is already be
ing considered.
“ Soon,” said UNH President
John W. McConnell, “ a major
policy decision will have to be
made on whether to expand the
Durham campus beyond 7,500.”
This decision depends pretty
much on the state legislature.
“ If they provide the funds,” ;said
McConnell, “ we could get big
ger.”
However it goes, the Univer
sity will continue thinking as a
small school.
Seven thousand:
is nothing compared to the horde
that will be attending UMass,
the multi-university, within ten
years.
At the moment there is no
pressing need for the complex
type o f residence hall construc

tion that UMass is using—that
is, building several halls in one
close, well-planned area at about
the same time.
The numbers
are not large enough. So the
University will continue to build
them one at a time, just keeping
up with the need, here and there.
This is unfortunate.
As M. J. Litendre, Project
Manager at, Davison Construc
tion Company said, “ It is much
cheaper to build a complex. We
cut down on our field overhead.
For example, we would need
only one field superintendent to
run the job, one field office,
one set of equipment.”
“ Then,” he continued, “ we
would be going to the steel and
material companies with bigger
orders and we could get the’
materials we would need more
cheaply. With an increase in
volume we could make a better
deal.”
UMass Housing Director J, L,
Welles agrees with this, “ At
UMass we build residence hall
complexes because it is cheaper
than building halls one at a time.”
“ The reason why we haven’ t
considered building a complex,”
UNH President McConnell said,
“ is because there hasn’ t been
any demand,”
This is true,
UNH houses
its students but UNH houses them
pitifully,
Engelhardt, Hunter,
Gibbs and East-West are very
bad halls. They should be re 
placed.
The University- could build a
complex.
With a hypothetical
1,500 student increase in the
next six years a complex of
say six halls like Orchard Hill
at UMass would be practical.
The University could open part
of it in say 1968 and the rest
in the follow ing years as needed.
Apparently this is not a great
enough demand.
In order to
improve the residence hall sit
uation a university must have
students crashing down its doors.

K

But in New Hampshire the
complex is difficult to arrange
because o f money.
For some reason the N. H,
state legislature feels much more
secure handing out several small
appropriations than one big one.
This rather ludicrous policy
makes it difficult for UNH ad
ministrators to plan a complex.
This is one reason why UNH
continues to build all of its halls
on separate contracts in sep
arated places on campus. This
is why UNH continues to pursue
such an uneconomic residence
hall building policy.
As far as residence hall con
struction goes, UNH continues
to think small.
This is the
modern equivalent to good be
cause everybody likes small
schools.

Present Papers
Three UNH graduate students
and faculty will give papers to
morrow at the spring meeting
o f the Northeast Branch of the
American Society for Microbiol
ogy being held here.
Doctoral
degree
candidate;
David Stewart ofKennebunk, Me,,,
will speak with Dr, William Chesbro,
associate professor of
microbiology; doctoral d e g r e e
candidate James Burke of Metheun. Mass,, will speak with Dr.
Chesbro, and master’ s degree
candidate Jeffrey C, Burnham
will speak with Dr. George J,
Hageage, UNH assistant profes
sor of m icrobiology.
They will deliver their papers
along with two other profession
al pape'rs on research in m icro
biology at 4:30 p.m . In Spaulding
Life Science.
At 8 p.m . tomorrow. Dr. Carl
Robinow, professor of bacteri
ology and immunology at the
University o f Western Ontario,
will speak on “ Varities ofStructure and Behavior of Fungal Nu
cle i.”

you

didn’t

begin

knitting y o u r Spring
SHELL collection last
week

—

this

week

isn’t too late —

Cotton Y am

.90

Rayon Y am

.60

A crylic Yarn 1.00 & 1.49

THE RED CARPET
60 Main St.
Durham, N. H.
APRIL 27th - "PATCH

BLUE" and "B-A-M-B-l"
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Veterans Can Finance College Education Under New Gl Bill
By Bob Bruns
The new G. I. Bill, the “ Vet
eran’ s Readjustment Benefits Act
of 1966,” will become effective
June 1 this year.
The main purpose of the new
bill is to provide educational
benefits for servicemen and
women with more than six months
active duty since the Korea Bill
expired January 31, 1955. Sixmonth trainees and those with
only National Guard and Reserve
service will not be eligible.
$100 Per Month
The bill will provide one
month’ s benefit for each month
spent in the service, up to three
years. The benefits per month
will be $100 for a veteran with
no dependents, $125 for a veter

an with one dependent, and $150
for a veteran with more than one
dependent.
Part time students will get
proportionately smaller monthly
payments, depending on how much
time they spend. Education may
be at the secondary as well as
college level, must not include
courses taken for recreation or
personal satisfaction, and must
be completed within eight years
of the applicant’ s discharge.
Slight Effect
Two University officials. Di
rector of Admissions Leslie L.
LaFond and Registrar OWen B.
Durgin, think the new bill’ s ef
fect on enrollment at UNH will
be slight.
Durgin thinks the bill will help

out eligible students who already
attend the University or who had
plans to attend. He doubts that
it will have much of an effect on
increasing enrollment. LaFond
sees a possible effect on enroll
ment in evening extension cours
es.
Pay All Expenses
The new bill will not provide
as much assistance as the. Kor
ean Bill. In the college year of
1957-58, for instance, a single
resident veteran could pay for
all of his room, board, tuition,
books, and activity tax with the
provisions of the bill. The same
basic expenses could not be met
next year under the new bill; it
would come three or four hun
dred dollars short (or as much

as five hundred with the pro
posed tuition hike.)
Neither the last bill nor the
new G. I. Bill will provide the
benefits of the World War n
G. I. Bill, which provided money
for books, supplies, tuition and
other “ customary fees” as well
as a subsistance benefit of $50
per month for a single veteran.
‘Benefit’
Dean of Students, C. Robert
Keesey, said that “ only a por
tion of educational expenses”
will be paid under the new bill,
but he thought it would be “ a
benefit as a whole.” He noted*
“ a greater source of assistance
available than before” from ar
eas other than the bill.
He also noted that the new

W ho is
the Ale Man?

bill will encourage veterans to
go to state universities rather
than private institutions with high
tuitions that would have been
paid for under the World War
n bill.
In comparing the new bill with
the World War II Bill, Assistant
Registrar Forbes Bryce said that
he was “ not im pressed” with the
new one. He said, “ One hundred
dollars a month is inadequate
for real scholarship assistance.
It will benefit only those people
who have other means.”
He
estimated that half of the Uni
versity’ s administration and fac
ulty received benefits under the
“ liberal” World War n G. I.
Bill.
He said they got “ an
enormous amount under the old
G. I. B ill.”
The registrar’ s office w i l l
handle applications for the new
bill, just as it now handles ap
plications for the so-called Kor
ea Bill.
Information on what
Durgin calls the “ ground rules”
and application form s are now
available at the registrar’ s of
fice.
The new G. I. Bill will not
only provide educational bene
fits for veterans. It will also
provide loan guarantees for the
purchase of homes, provide nonservice-connected medical care
in the Veterans Administration
hospital system.
Wilderness Canoe Trips
by
Registered Maine Guides
Send for Free Folder
AllagJsli Region Tri]^
Gorham, Maine

Sandy - Carl Bakery
96 Main St.

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

868-2145

Sea Foods

6 a.m. to 6 pi.iii.
Sat. 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.

NSU
FRCE reprint "How to pick a new car
for below $2,000-a factual comparison
of 18 imported automobiles." Write for
hee reprint to: Excl. U. S. Importer:
Transcontinental Motors. 421 East 91st
Street, New York, New York 10028.
Tel: (212) TR 6-7013.

NEED A HAIRCUT
UNIVERSITY
BARBERSHOP

A man whose taste has grown up.
A man with a thirst for a manlier brew.
Graduate to Ballantine Ale.
It’s light like beer, but packs more taste.
Tastes clean and tangy. Bolder, keener,
more to the point.
You’ll like being an Ale Man.
(P la n n in g a party? C a ll yo ur lo c a l B a lla n tin e A le
d istrib u to r. H e ’s loo king fo rw a rd to serving you.)

SAL^ S & SERVICE
H C CELL’S INC.
WESTERN AUTO

STORE

800 Islington St.,

BAlLANTIN|4 (e

Fortsmontb
436-9414
P. BAUANTINE &SON'S. N'' .VARK, N.J.

Open tiU ^
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Review

Individuals Shine in 'Shakespeare Speaks’
By David T. Mayberry
Theatre-By-The-Sea present
ed selections from Shakespeare
in aperformance called “ Shakes
peare Speaks of Love and War”
to only forty people in the Straf
ford Room of the Memorial Union
on Monday evening.
The poor turnout was not in
dicative of the performance.
This is a new cutting of Shakes
peare and it does have many
flaws, but the band’ s genius and
some fine acting efforts com
bined to give the audience a bit
of good theatre.
Needs Transition
First to the play itself. The
play begins with such casualness
that the audience is not sure it
has begun. The perform ers come
on the stage, mull around and
finally open the evening with
the mechanicals’ rehearsal from
“ A Midsummer Night’ s Dream.”
This casualness is explained
in the program as “ a form of
theater popular in Shakespeare’ s
own time” in which “ a company
of wandering players are eager
to entertain,”
This convention is soon ac
cepted by the audience. Some
how it makes for discontinuity
in the scenes.
There is not
enough transitional material sup
plied to solve this feeling of
discontinuity.
In other words, this play which
purposes to revolve around the
general themes of love and war
actually becomes only isolated
scenes from Shakespeare,
Support Required
Because of this lack of con
tinuity, each scene stands on
its own merit. Of Course, Theatre-By-The-Sea recognizes that
they are safe even on t h e s e
grounds for they are still pre
senting as they note in the pro
gram “ the acknowledged master
of playwrights.”
But even Shakespeare cannot
carry a performance without
some support from the perform
e rs,
Monday night the most
cooperative among the cast was
Gary Carkin. His Launce, the
clown from “ Two Gentlemen of
Verona,” was hilarious in the
two scenes from that play. The
other main part he played, Rich
ard n, from the play of the
same name was in direct con
trast to Launce,
As Richard, he was frail, emo
tional and extremely moving.
This performance which came
in the third act was in this
reviewer’ s mind the delight of
the evening. Carkin showed the
extent of his versatility by bring
ing a newness to these two main
characters as well as to his

See Europe for
Less than $ 100
Your summer in Europe for less
chan $100 (including transpor
tation). For the first time in
travel history you can buy di
rectly from the TourWholesaler
saving you countless dollars.
Job offers may also be obtain
ed with no strings attached. For
.1 “do-it-yourself” pamphlet
with jobs, discount tours and
'applications send $1 (for maerial, handling, air mail) to
Dept. V., International Travel
Est., 68 Flerrengasse, Vaduz,
Liechtenstein (Switzerland).

supporting roles.
Patricia McGregor proved to
be the other high spot of the
play with her fresh, sweet, and
very believable portrayal of Ju
liet in the famous balcony scene
from “ Romeoand Juliet,” This
character was outdone by her
third act performance of Kather
ine, the French princess in
“ Henry V,” Miss McGregor’ s
handling of the French in this
scene was a remarkable success,
Mrs. Moore Wins
As in the Academy Awards,
this play demands a nod for
“ best supporting a ctress,” For
this category, Helen Moore wins
the nomination and award. Her
two best efforts were the whorey
barmaid in the Boarshead scene
from “ Henry IV, Part I” and
the French gentlewoman who
helps Katherine learn English
in “ Henry V .”
Lacks Variety
Paul Haggard, who has a fine,
deep, masculine voice and a verile appearance on stage, lacked
variety and believability in his
repertoire of characters. Hag
gard also suffered from a prob
lem of vocal attractiveness, that
is, he used such speech devices
as voice inflection, rate change,
and emphasis variety so obvious
ly that they drew attention to
themselves rather than to the
passages they were used to clar
ify or dramatize.
As Hal and also in his sup
porting roles, Theodore Davis

played acceptable if not outstand
ing parts.
Probably the worst perform 
ance of the evening can be ac
credited to John Beebout. His
sugar-coated R o m e o suffered
from stilted hand gestures, and
a sing-song voice which resulted
in an uneasy and unbelievable
character. His supporting roles
as well as his Henry IV lacked
a variety or aliveness w h i c h
made the really good perform 
ances of the evening stand out.
Set Effective
The simple but effective set
designed by Helen Moore was
colorful and useful. The scarfs,
capes, hats, and other props
which were used to help define
the different characters made a
vivid contrast to the black dress
of the males and the colorful
dresses of the two females in
the cast.
Although this was not great
theatre, it was definitely worthy
of a larger UNH audience. If
forty is some kind of record
low audience for a Shakespear
ean production, this is one‘ first’
the University should not be proud
of.
______________
The NEW HAMPSHIRE, always
one stepi ahead of the news, has
learned that starting next week,
anteaters, and not armadillos,
will reign as the number o n e
status symbols of the “ in” crowd.
(Now is the time to get rid
Members o f Theater-by-the-Sea played at UNH again Monday
of your used armadillos--next nig’ht. They presented a unique play of Shakespeare’s themes of
love and war to an audience of only about 40 persons.
week they will be obsolete!)
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’Realistic' W ar Game a Hit
(Continued from page 1)
the far right of the board, in
the South China Sea, while the
“ pawns” are placed in desig
nated squares in South Vietnam,
The infantry divisions are spread
throughout the country, the B52s are placed on airfields out
side the major cities, the horde
o f rioting students is placed half
way between Saigon and Danang,
and the paper money is scattered
randomly over the entire board.
Chance Determines
Play is governed by the rolls
of the dice.
Each player in
turn moves the number of squares
indicated by the dice, with two
exceptions: 1) when q “ 7” is
thrown, the player picks a “ Ran
dom Factor” card and acts ac
cordingly; and 2) when a “ 2”
is thrown the player does not

move at all, but instead makes
a Pompous Statement, which is
the same as losing a turn since
it means nothing.
When a player is able to move
his power symbol into a square
occupied by a pawn, that pawn
becomes his.
However, if he
is overtaken by another player
he must surrender all of his
pawns to that player.
»
Example
A sample round is described
below:
Hawk, who has captured a B52, throws a ten, and heads
north with the intention of bomb
ing Hanoi.
Dove throws an eight, and sets
out to stop Hawk from carrying
out his mission.
Ten-gallon hat wishes to cap
ture some money, which he needs
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to fight the war; however, he
throws snake-eyes. “ We must
protect the brave people ofNorth
Vietnam from the darkening
shadow of the Communist Men
ace,” he mouths,
Buddhist Rolls
Militant Buddhist throws a
nine, enabling him to take con
trol of the horde of rioting stu
dents.
Angry War Lord, however,
throws a seven.
He picks a
Random Factor card which tells
him that “ The time is ripe for
a military coup; take control of
the horde of rioting students
and teach them anti-government
and anti-American slogans.”
This disturbs Shaky Prem ier,
who rolls eleven and sets o ff
for Danang to try to capture
the horde himself.
“ Our designers have made this
game as realistic as possible,”

A ss't. Registrar Bryce Is
A Candidate For Senate
By Nancy Jdissell
Assistant registrar Forbes O.
Bryce is entering politics.
The retired Naval Command
er announced his candidacy last
week for the Democratic nom
ination for State Senator from
the newly reapportioned 21st Dis
trict which consists of Dover,
Durham, and Madbury,
“ New Hampshire has all the
advantages of the seacoast and
the disadvantages of too many
said the Pop Toys spokesman
who introduced “ War” to the
press yesterday. “ That’ s why
it may seem confusing,” he add
ed, “ There is no built-in stabil
ity or logic whatsoever.”

An IDYLUC SUMMER
for GRADUATE and
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

S t u d y a t W a ^ e r C o l l e g e ’s
scenic, woodland campus
on Staten Island

Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts

E n joy New Y ork C ity’s cultural highlights
...m useum s, concerts, theatres.
Wagner’s beautiful 86 acre hilltop in Staten Island is
conducive to serious study.. .yet it is only
minutes away from Manhattan and all it has to offer.
Co-ed Liberal Arts summer sessions in 30 major areas of learning—two sessions
of four weeks each begin June 13 and July 11. One credit per week may be takra.
Campus dormitory living facilities are available.
Credits may be obtained also for 3 special programs: “ Exploring Art in New Y)rk” ,
July 11-22; “ New York City Writers’ Conference” , July 11-27; and
“ Drama in the Church” , June 13-July 1.

people,” stated Bryce, talking
about problems facing the im He went on to
mediate area,
say the area from Washington
to Boston is slowly becoming
a megalopolis, with more and
more people continuously com
ing into the area and increasing
the number of problem s,
Bryce is not a newcomer to
working on state problem s. He
acquired considerable d i r e c t
knowledge of some of the prob
lems facing the state while work
ing on the State Program on Al
cohol, and the New Hampshire
Mental Health Planning P roject.
The assistant registrar says
that there is “ a lot to do” about
problem s such as water pollution
^ d state aid to schools, plus
expansion of the University and
the two-year college system. He
remarked, however, that “ it is
foolish for one man, running
for one seat, to make too many
prom ises,”
The candidate for the State
Senate seat nomination has a
military service career span
ning twenty-two years, Bryce
was in the North Atlantic Neu
trality Patrol, the Allied Inva
sion of M orocco, the invasion
of the Marshall Islands, and oth
er
South P acific campaigns
through the re-taking of the Phil
ippines and the administrative
landings in Japan. A holder o f
all of the area campaign ribbons
with five battle stars, Bryce
was also awarded the Presiden
tial Unit Citation as well.
A former Administrative Of
ficer at the Portsmouth Naval
Base, the assistant registrar was.
also the Deputy Warden of the
Naval Prison there.
He has
been employed in private industfy as an industrial engineer, a
cost engineer, and a production
control manager.
Bryce also
teaches sociology besides his
administrative duties.
Bryce has a particular in
terest in regional planning and
has been active in civic affairs
in this particular area.
He emphasized the need for
finding some means of relieving
home owners and businessmen
of the increasing burden of local
taxation. He would like to see
the state move ahead in programs
of technical and professional ed
ucation that will make this an
attractive area for new, h i^
paying industry.
Thinking Volkswagen?
Contact Bill Packard
VW Rep. - Kip & Joe’s Inc.
Laconia, N . H.
Tel. LA4-4717

Meet Your Friends
at

Undergraduate may take courses leading to degrees in Bachelor of Arts,
Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Science in Education. Graduate students may take
courses leading to Master of Arts, (English, History, Philosophy, Religion),
Master of Science in Education, Master of Business Administration,
(including Hospital Administration), Master of Science in Bacteriology.
Send coupon for detailed information. ^

WAGNER COLLEGE
Staten Island, N .Y . 10301
212 GI 7-7880

r‘
I Director of Summer School
I
Wagner College, Box C, Staten Island, N. Y. 10301
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interested in:
UNDERGRADUATE □ GRADUATE □ 'SPECIAL SUMMER SESSIONS
Exploring Art in N.Y.
□ N.Y.C. Writers’ Conference
Drama in the Church
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Paras Pizza Hous*
513 Central Ave.
Dover. N. H.
Open —
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

Name...................................

Fri.

Address...............................

Sun.

I am presently attending..

C a a tia a

&

Sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m.
12 Noon-11 p.m.
Phone 742-9829

(College or University)
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MIT Beats Track Cats, Fishermen Prepare!
Grant Names Best
Doherty Wins Twice
Bets For Anglers

Doug , Townsend won
UNH lost its first outdoor track discus.
meet to MIT last Saturday by a the 440 intermediate hurdles and
narrow 77 1/2 - 71 1/2 margin. took second in the high hurdles
for an eight point performance.
Jack Doherty paced the Wild
Rick Dunn came from behind
cats bid by taking top honors
in the mile relay as anchor
in 100-yard dash and the 120man to take top honors in that
yard high hurdles.
Doherty’ s
17 point performance made him event.
The Kittens also came out
the only double winner of the
on the short end o f a 70-68
day for New Hampshire.
George Estabrook won the two- score, but Bill Phillips, Roy
mile run and finished second M orrell, and Jeff Bannister turn
in the mile to improve his repu ed in fine individual perform 
Phillips finished first
tation as a consistently fine run ances.
in
four
events,
including a javelin
ner.
throw of 194 feet, Morrell and
Mike Franks and A1 Burns Bannister both won twice, but
teamed up to give Paul Sweet’ s the team lacked the overall depth
men firsts in the shot put and to beat the Techmen,

Olsen’s Tennb Team Loses To
Bobson Witliout #1 Player
Bill Olsen’ s netmen lost their
season’ s opener to Babson In
stitute at W ellesley Monday af
ternoon. The score o f the tennis
match was 5-4 and New Hamp
shire suffered from the absence
of their number one player, Dave
Josselyn.
The Wildcats did well in the
three doubles matches, winning
two. The number one combina
tion of Bill Rothwell and Chip
Seidenburg lost a close match
in two sets, but the Mike PeltzDick Broadbent duo, playing sec
ond, won in two sets,
Jeff
Britton and Ken Sawyer also
won the third doubles match.
Playing number one in th e
singles in place of Josselyn,
Rothwell was defeated in two
straight sets. Number two man
Peltz played the only three-set

match o f the day, but was beaten.
Seidenburg and Broadbent, play
ing third and fifth respectively,
lost their singles matches in
two sets, but Britton and Saw
yer won in two, while being
ranked fourth and sixth.
The Wildcats play their first
home game Thursday against a
strong Holy C ross team. The
return of Josselyn should im
prove the netmen’ s chances.
Seek Participants
Anyone interested in join
ing a Woodsman’ s Weekend
team which will participate
in the Woodsman’ s Weekend
to be sponsored by the Dart
mouth Outing Club April 30
should contact Dick Roberts,
1 Main Street, Durham, 8685368.

*
By Ken Brown
Saturday, April 23—the d a t e
that seethes in the heart of every
angler. On that day, thousands
will brave weather, huge crowds,
and wet feet to catch the elusive
trout.
Will you be there?
Do you
know where the best fishing spots
are in and around Durham? Bruce
Grant does. As owner ofGrant’ s
Restaurant, he has had the oppor
tunity to fish in Durham and its
environs for several years.
Fortunately, Grant is not tightlipped, like some anglers, when
the talk turns to fishing. Rather,
he is only too glad to mention
some of the places where the
UNH angler can get the best
results on opening day.
Oyster River
The Oyster River, two miles
west of campus on Route 4, has
some nice brook trout. Grant
said.
wouldn’ t fish near the
road. The pools there are stock
ed and heaT^y fished, but there’ s;
good fishing if you move far
enough either up or downstream.
In fact, you might find some
native brookies if you go far
enough in,” he said.
The river flows into the Uni
versity reservoir which Grant
cited as a spot for bass and
horned pout. He also said the
Mill Pond, off. the Newmarket
road on Mill Pond Road, h a s
“ some real nice pickerel in it,’ ’
Other places, accessible by
car, that Grant mentioned were
the Isinglass River in Barring
ton, “ excellent” for rainbows,
and the Exeter River, a good
spot for brown trout. Early in

the season, the Exeter reser
voir has some good brook trout
fishing as well.
Lucas Pond,
in Northwood, is “ good all year
round” for brookies. Grant said.
Fly Fishing
For the “ purist,” Stone House
Pond in West Barrington and
Hoyt’ s Pond off the Dover Road
offer trout fishing with flies only.
The selection o f the right lures
is no problem according to Grant,
Garden hackle (worms to the no
vice) work well along with min
nows for the bait fishermen.
Small spoons (1/16 oz. to 1/4
oz.), such as the daredevil, wob
bler, or shiner, are always ef
fective for trout.
Grant said
stream ers work best in the
spring with the Black or Grey
Ghosts or the Mickey Finn in
size 10 or 12.
W ait
The smart fisherman might'
wait until a few days after the
season opens before he breaks
out his tackle. The opening day
crowd is always large, and the
number of fish caught rarely
exceeds the number of anglers
snagged by the hooks of inex
perienced casters.
Fishing licenses are available
at the Hardware House on Jenkins
Court,

The baseball team plays two
home games this week. iKeith
Josselyn has been named to pitch
the Cats home opener on Friday
at 3:00 p.m . against Springfield.
Chuck Landroche will start against Rhode Island Saturday at
2 p.m.

Lacrosse Team
Tops Bowdoin
Bob Doherty recovered from
injuries he suffered on the la
c r o s s e team’ s spring tour in
time to pace the Wildcats to a
10-7 victory over the Polar Bears
of Bowdoin College last Saturday,
Doherty scored four times in
the contest. Tom Allison tallied
three goals as well.
New Hampshire led 4-0 at
the half due to the fine goal
tending of junior A1 DeCarlo,
but midway through the third
period the score was narrowed
to 5-3.
The Wildcats scored
three straight goals before the
period ended to put the game
on ice.
Dohertjr Tallies
Doherty scored twice in the
final quarter before the UNH
reserves allowed the Bowdoin
squad three goals.
'
The freshman lacrosse team
scored a 12-11 double overtime
victory over the Bowdoin cubs
on the fine perform ances ofGene
Isaacs and Kim Sprague who
scored four goals apiece.

Walsh Made ’67
Hockey Captain
The 1967 Wildcat hockey team
has named Bob Walsh as captain.
Colin Sutherland and Dave Savidge were also named as alter
nate captains.
Walsh, a native of West Roxbury. Mass,, played in all but“
one of the Blue and White’ s
games last season, scoring twen
ty-three points on seven goals
and sixteen assists. He takes
the place of All-Conference de
fenseman Brad Houston as cap
tain and on defense.
Sutherland Scored 22
Sutherland scored twenty-two
points from his wing position
last season, while Savidge, a
Durham resident, tallied eighteen
points as a center.
All three men are jimiors.
The Bjorkman-coached squad is
anticipating a good season next,
year after having been selected'
as the number one team in Divi
sion n of the ECAC this past
season.

Golfers Lose 4-3

THE N E W B R E E D
Anew frontier imposes a natural process of elimination. You can meet the people that you would see on top of a high ski run
which had no chair lift, and you can do it without the effort of clim bin g.......just let gravity take its course: it's a ll dow nh ill at the PARACHUTES IN C O R P O R A T E D C EN T ERS.
The^ Centers are staffed and eauipped to put you out on vour first jump immediately following a time-tested four hour period
o f instruction. ($35 for everything involved in making the jump.) Safety is inisured through the use of autom atically opening
main parachutes, FAA approved ten-place jump aircraft (your entire class jumps together), radio communication to the stu
dent, all-sand drop zones, and constant, overall supervision by professional instructors both in the aircraft rn d on the ground.
(71,000 jumps to date, over 7,000 of which were first jump students)
For further details, write:
O R A N G E SPORT P A R A C H U T IN G CENTER
POST O FFIC E B O X 96
O R A N G E , M A SSACH U SETTS

L A K E W O O D SPORT P A R A C H U T IN G CENTER
POST O FFIC E B O X 258
lA K E W O O D , N EW JERSEY

Carl Lundholm took his var
sity golfers toCharmingfareGolf
Course in Candia to meet St,
Anselm’ s Tuesday, and the team
lost a close one, 4-3, Donald
Leary, the team’ s number one
player, was not present at the
match.
Lundholm s a id ,, “ I’ m not too
disappointed because we haven’ t
had much chance to play yet,
and we were on St, Anselm’ s
home course.
I thought the
boys did real w ell,”
Bob Graham of UNH was med
alist in the match with a 77,

Huge discounts with
the International
Student ID Card.
Student ships for
lively, informative
crossings.
The ID card will save you 6 0 % on air travel in
Europe and Israel. Same huge savings on hotels,
admissions, meals, trains. A must for travelers.
Student ships offer language classes, art lec
tures, international discussion forums and all the
fun of a low-cost student crossing to Europe.

Can yeu afford not to write far details?
W/ite: Dept. CO, U.S. National Student Association
265 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016
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SPORTS EDITORIAL

Long -- A Job W ell D one
UNH hired Dr. James W . Long in 1963. Since then the Univers
ity has built the $500,000 Snively Arena, is constructing a $3.1 million
physical education comipilex, will develop a recently obtained twentyfive acre tract o f land into additional playing fields, and has undertak
en a much-needed recruiting program to improve athletic teams at New
Hampshire.
Also, the Physical Education Department has improved! under
Long’s direction. Physical education is now a m ajor undergraduate
curriculum, and soon there will be a master’s degree offered by the de
partment. The physical education staff has more than doubled during
Long’s stay, and the University has substantially increased the depart
ment’s budget.
Mixefl Feelings
But now Long has resigned. He leaves with mixed feelings. He
said, “ I hate to leave here. Having been here during the reorganiza
tion of the department, I’m very optimistic about New Hampshire’s
future. I’m not leaving because the University hasn’t improved. On the
- contrary, I feel the school is on the verge o f a great improvement.”
Long’s new position at Oregon State University is an excellent
one. “ There aren’t too many jobs in our field this good that come
along,” Long said. The combination of professional, monetary, and
geographical benefits made the OSU job one that few men would turn
down.”
Sunday News Unfair
A pair of stories in THE NEW HAMPSHIRE SUNDAY NEWS
last week concerning Long’s resignation left the reader with an unfav
orable impression of the UNH adhiinistrator. Long was truly reluctant
to mention the articles. He feels no ill will toward the press. This editor ’
feelg^ however, that the matter should be cleared before Long departs.
First, one of the articles implied that some dissension had arisen
within the department on the question of separating athletics from
' physical education. This is not true. Long denied it. He said, “ The sep
aration of athletics (and physical education is a matter of semantics.
If there were two departments, they would still have joint facilities,
'join t maintenance, and ultimately, one man would have to coordinate "
^the two programs.”
Chief Boston Myth
Secondly, THE SUNDAY NEWS cast some shadow on the resig
nation of UNH football coach, Chief Boston in 1964. The article never
quite said what role Long played in the firing, but it implied something
rather dubious. This was unfair both to Long and Boston.
Speaking o f the incident Long said, “ It was one of the changes
that is normal procedure for a growing university. There was nothing
personal involved. Andy Mooradian (chairman of the department) and
I discussed it thoroughly. Besides, it doesn’t pertain to my decision to
resign.”
W e are sorry that Long has decided to leave UNH. W e feel —
he has done an excellent job in revitalizing what was once a rather
sorry situation, UNH sports. W e wish him the best of luck in his new
position and hope that the administration, in choosing his successor,
will select a man possessing the same admirable capabilities. — K.B.______

Dr. James W . Long

leoviBg June 30

Long Leaves For OSU
After 3 Years At UNH

t

Dr. James W. Long has r e signed from the University of
New Hampshire’ s Physical Education Department to take a
position with Oregon State University.

Long came to New Hampshire^
in 1963. Previously, he was a
coach and athletic director at
high schools in M issouri, Illinois, and Iowa.
As a high
school coach, he won 13 of 16

Long-s decision, announced
last Thursday, came about as a
result o f an offer made by OSU
nriiHnanv
two months ago
Long said he declined the posi
tion in view of the rapidly ex
panding UNH program . He was
contacted again by Oregon at a
Chicago convention and invited
to visit the OSU campus in C or
vallis.
He did so, and was
“ very im pressed” with the phy
sical facilities there.
Long’ s new position will be
as Director of Physical Educa
tion, Health, and Recreation,
sim ilar to his post at UNH,

w*^nf to
*
’
Wake Forest as Associate Di^ector of Athletics and Physical
Education.
He became chair
man of that department in 1956.
From 1957 to 1963 he held a
sim ilar position at the Unlver..
. . .
..
^
As for a possible successor.
Long had no suggestions. “ I’ m
not involved in selecting my suc
cessor, but I’ m sure the ad
ministration will choose the
right man,” he said.
“ Enjoyed It”
Long summed up his feelings
about his departure saying, “ I
have enjoyed it here very much.
I didn’ t look for this job (in
New Hampshire lacrosse lost
Oregon), they looked for me.
T h e'p ossibilities were so g ood 'to Wesleyan Wednesday after-.
professionally and financially noon by a one-sided e le ^ n to
that I couldn’ t afford to turn four score. The game counted
it down.”
in the standings o f the Taylor

POWER YOUR PLAY

Lacrosse Team Drops Division Game To Wesleyan

Attention: Seniors Going To
MEDICAL SCHOOL

division,
weak offense with one tally aThe playing field was muddy, piece.
but it didn’ t seem to hamper
Captain Phil DeTurck didn’ t
the Wesleyan squad. They pulled j)lay in the game, still bothered
ahead early and kept a com - by injuries that kept him out of
manding lead throughout the' last Saturday’ s action, but he is
game.
expected to be ready for the
Dave Haggerman scored two home opener this Saturday agoals for the W ildcats,
Tom gainst Middlebury at 2 p.m . _
Allison and Paul Lovalo p roThe Boston Celtics hold a
.vided the remainder o f the Cat’ s,'lead in NBA Championships.

m

UNCLE SAM SAYS...
The Nikon Medical Microscope is
guaranteed
ASHAWAY

for

25

years.

(So

please don’t wait until the last

PRO-FECTED

day before classes to buy yours.)

For Club Play
Approx. Stringing Cost

now,you can
delay the draft!

W

Be compulsive and write us now
THE NIKON SBR
MICROSCOPE
Perranti-Dege,
New

England’s

our

brochure.

You’ll

learn

what to look for in your micro
scope.

Inc.
Ex

clusive Nikon Stud

A S H A W A Y P R O D U C T S . I N C . , Ashavxay. Rhode Island

for

FERRAN11|f«SGE, Inc.
1252 Massacimsetts Avenue

ent Dealer, and one

Harvard Square

of the world’s largest

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

On May 14, 21, and June 3, the Selective Service System is administering to high
school seniors and college undergraduate and graduate students the Selective Serv
ice College Qualification Test. Your score on this Test will determine in large measure
whether you will be drafted or permitted to remain in college to obtain your degree.
How to Pass SELECTIVE SERVICE College Qualification Test by Jack Rudman
is the definitive book (just published) that will enable you to pass this Test.
N Y C delivery add 5“/o sales tax plus 25C
postage and handling for each book.
132 Livingston Street
Outside N Y C add tax applicable plus
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201. 212 ULster 2-8600, 25C postage and handling for each book.

College Publishing Corp.
Please send me
-copies of S E L E C T IV E S E R V IC E
C o lle ge Qualification Test at $3.95 ea.

ADDRESS-

______ Check or Money Order enclosed.

C IT Y --------

N A M E ______ ______________________
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Acocfo Brothers

Rain, Springfield
Defeat Wildcats
Wind, low temperature, and
a chilly rain added to the varsity
track team’ s m iseries as they
lost a meet to Springfield 10148 Wednesday afternoon,
George Estabrook was the
team’ s only double winner, turn
ing in winning times in the mile
and two-mile events. Jack Do
herty added nine points to the
Wildcats’ losing cause, taking
first in the broad jump and plac
ing in the 120-yard hurdles and
the 100-yard dash, George Tuck
er and Doug Townsend were the
only other winners for UNH, in
the pole vault and 440 inter,mediate hurdles, respectively.
The mile relay team also won
when Duke Wear ran a strong
second leg.
The track Kittens also lost
to the Springfield JV’ s 89-60,
but Bill Phillips had an outstand
ing day with four first places.
This is the second meet in a
row that he has won four times.
His best performance was in
the javelin throw where he reg
istered a throw of 205’ 5” , far
surpassing the varsity marks of
either side.
Saturday, both the varsity and
freshman squads will travel to
Brunswick, Maine, for a meet
against Bowdoin,
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Vie For Senate
Prexy, D is m s Apathy, Athletics

UNH
Catcher Cal Fisk
warms up Billy Estey prior to
Tuesday’s scrimmage with New
England* College.

True
Advises
(Continued from Page 1)
was a professor of marketing
at Notre Dame University for
six years and has been an in
structor
in top management
groups in both private institu
tions and government. He has
been featured on NBC-TV and
CBS-TV, lectured at 39 univer
sities and has given more than
2200 nianagement, creative be
havior and sales motivation pre
sentations, He is currently pre
sident o f the National L a b o r
Management Foundation and is
Vice-President of the T r u e Klemp Organization,
True was a Student Centen
nial Committee speaker.

Fri.-Sat.
Apr. 22-23
Rod Steiger
in
THE PAW NBROKER
6:30 - 8;45
“ The Pawnbroker”
will start at 6:30 and
end at 8:24 so you
may attend the Seegar
Concert________________
Sun.-Mon. Apr. 24-25
Recent Academy Award
Winning Documentary
TH E ELEAN OR
tOOSEVELT STORY
[6:30 - 8:30
T u es.V ed ., Apr. 26-27
In the style o f
“ Mondo Cave” comes:
MONDO PAZZO
— Color —
6:30 - 8:30
Thurs.
Apr. 28
Sergi Eisenstein’s
IVAN
THE TERRIBLE
(Part II)
“ A genuine and indi
vidual work o f art”
— Newsweek
6:30 - 8:30

Two Acacia brothers. B i l l
Kidder and Peter Brown, are
the candidates for Student Senate
President in next Monday’ s elec
tions.
Both candidates feel that re
cent charges o f student apathy
at UNH are not true,
“ I’ ve
been here for three years and
I’ ve heard everyone say that
there is such a tremendous amount of student apathy on cam
pus that no interest can be arous
ed and the general student body
doesn’ t ca re,” stated Kidder.
“ It may lack direction— it isn’ t
apathy.”
Brown agreed, “ We definitely
have a problem here. I don’ t
think it is as large as people
think it is.
It is just getting
students directed behind a par
ticular goal or program .” He
said that the direction should
come from the Student Senate.
Both commented on the Uni
versity’ s
athletic
program,
“ They’ re building here.
Ath
letics have much to do with a
school,” I said Kidder. Both he
and Brown cited the need for
school spirit and a good athletic
program’ s effect on it.
Brown said that he hoped with
the new athletic plant and pro
gram the University would soon
see a return o f school spirit
and winning teams.
He said
this is a problem “ which should
be looked into by students as
well as administrators,”
Kidder said that besides the
efforts already made to improve

C N VA M ARCH
TO MOSCOW
is tSie subject o f two new
books. This ten-month dis
armament walk in 1961
passed through seven coun
tries. Two members o f the
team were NH students.
David Rich (Plymouth Tea
chers College) walked more
than 5000 miles and complet
ed the project in Moscow. A
student from UNH also had
a brief part. These books
have been e d it^ to elimin
ate duplication. Prices are
postpaid.
W E W ALKED TO MOSCOW^
by Jerry Lehmann
100 pages, 20 photos, $1
Personal story by 24-yearold Quaker Farmer.
YOU COME WITH
NAKED HANDS,
by Brad Lyttle.
295 pages, 60 photos, leaf
lets, etc. $4.25
A day-to-day history by the
leader o f the march.
GREENLEAF BOOKS,
Raymond, N. H.

PROMISES
(don’t cool water)
Would the housing
dept, please either fix
our

w a ter

c o o le r

or

have it taken out. It’s
no good to us now.
Signed:
RICHARD L. WOODBURY
Floor Representative
8th Floor, W est Wing,
Stoke Hall

UNH athletics, other
steps should be taken.
He pointed out the need
for training tables for
athletics which would
call for coordination
between the Physical
Education Department
and the Dining Ser
1 8ROW
N'
vice,
He also said
that meals should be scheduled
so as to allow freshman at prac
tices to be on time for supper,
Kidder also emphasized the need
for more athletic scholarships,
“ I don’ t think there will be
a tuition hike,” Brown stated.
“ It seems that now
the revenue is^coming
in. But if there Is a
hike, there will be a
fairly large student
protest against it.”
Kidder agreed,
“ At
the moment I have lit
tle fear that we will W IL U A M KtOOER
have a tuition crisis
because of the effective work
by the Student Tuition Commit
tee,” he said.
“ My main objective is to see
that the Student Senate doesn’ t
waste time bantering about triv
ialities,” commented Brown on
what he would like to see done
if he was elected, “ It should
get away from this and get on
the issues the students want it
to get at.” He called for closer
communications between the Sen
ate and the student body.
If Kidder is elected, the first
thing he will do is “ talk to
faculty, administration, and stu
dents to get an understanding
of the problem areas and get
ideas for planning a good pro
gram, This must be done this
spring to be put into effect next
fell.”
Brown is now serving his sec
ond year as a senator. Besides
fraternity activities, he is on the
UNH ski team. A junior, he is
from Wakefield, and is a polit
ical science major.
Bill Kidder is a four year
veteran o f the Air Force and
serving his first year in the
Student Senate.
He is from
Hanover, and like his opponent,
is also a junior, majoring in
political science.
What is it like when one fra
ternity brother runs against an
other?
According to Kidder,
“ You might say Acacia is split
on the issue,”

NEED A CAR FOR MERP?

g o o d n e s s !!!!
all these fine cars...
on the same lot, too
l:^ STICK SHIFT

S P E C IA L S !
W e’re loaded with
them
Come on down! (4
miles down Rte. 108)
for a real deal on one O'!
these nice clean cars.

1963 IM PALA
4 Door Small V-8

$1588
1964 BEL AIR E
2 door 6 cyl.

$1588
1963 CHEVROLET
4 door 6 cyl.

$1188
1964 IM PALA
Sport Coupe 6 cyl.
An Immaculate one!
Economical too!

$1888
1963 CORVAIR
Spider
White with red rally stripes,
mag wheels, 4 on the floor.

$1488
1963 MONZA
Coupe, Bright Redi
110 Engines, 4 on the floor

$1288
1962 FORD
V-8 Fairlane 500
2 Door. A peppy compact.

$788
1960 CHEVROLET
2 Door Black 6 cyl.

$488
1959 CHEVROLET
4 Door Tan 6 cyl.

$388
1959 CH EVROLET
4 Door Gray 6 cyl,

$288
1962 Volkswagen

SALE OF ALL SALES — FRIDAY, MAIN STREET —

Very low mileage

A LL MAKES, MODELS, YEARS — COME E ARLY —

$988
1964 C H EVY II

ALL SALES FINAL

6 cyl. 4 Door

$1488

COLIEGE CORNER
RESTAURANT

WHY PAY MORE?

M EAT BALL
GRINDERS

Brand Name Shoes

ITA LIAN
GRINDERS

‘ • • ♦ • iH m H m H H W M n m e im M m H iM A H W i*

•NNHIHCimiMMMNIIimmitimHmOlimMHIMHMMMMH

P E PPE R STEAK
GRINDERS
INNUHimiMmilHIMMtllMMItltllMimimmNINMIlHMN*

COMPLETE DINNERS - FOUNTAIN SERVICE

ASSORTED PIZZAS
EVENINGS ONLY

1963 T BIRD Spt. Cpe. $1988
1963 IM PALA Conv.
1988
1963 CHEVROLET 2 dr..
$1388
1960 CHEVROLET St. W ag.

Save Dollars on

NOW FEATURING

Small
Large

.40
.75

Some Nice Automatics
Too

for the Entire Family

RED’S SHOE BARN
35 Broadwoy St.

Dover, N.H»

Open 9:30-9 (Mon.-Fri.)
9K)0-9 (Sat.)

GREAT BAY
Motor Co. Inc.

TeL 659-3215
Newmaricet, N. B.
Your Local Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer

I>ACIFISTS MOBBED BY STUDENTS
By Andy Merton

More than 2,000 UNH students
warmed down upon eighteen paifist demonstrators yesterday
fternoon, and pelted them with
ggs and Insults.
The pacifists, lead by Mrs.
larjorie Swann, New England
iliapterhead of the Committee
3r Non-Violent Action (CNVA)
nd David Benson, also of CNVA
rrived in Durham at 6:15 p.m.
fter marching 13 miles from
Ixeter (See related story on
age one of regular issue.)
The march was peaceful until
lie group reached Newmarket,

at 4:00 p.m. There they were
greeted by several hundred on
lookers, some hostile, others
merely curious. Boos and a few
catcalls rained down on the anti
war demonstrators, but the
crowd. Including about fifty mem
bers of various UNH fraterni
ties, was kept on the opposite
side of the street by several
town and state policemen, “ Hey,
why don't you get your haircut,"
someone yelled at bearded Ar
thur Harvey, editor of the paci
fist sheet “ The Greenleaf."

ing their feelings on the war
and the draft. As they approached
the Durham town line, they were
stopped by a Durham policeman
and warned that, although the
march itself was legal, the signs
were not, because the pacifists
had not applied for a parade per
mit.
The marchers huddled, and de
cided that five of them would
carry their signs into Durham,
The five, including Benson, Har
vey, John Phillips, Amy KanemItsou, and Peter Gregonis, were
placed under arrest, whereupon
Harvey and most of the other they sat down and refused to
marchers carried signs express move. They were carried off

by Durham police, and are now upper parking lot of the Memorial
In the Dover jail, where they Union Building, waiting for them.
and CNVA have refused to post A few of the students sympathi
zed with the pacifists, and a few
ban of $50 each,
more were willing to listen to
“ We felt that the arrests were them, but most were there to
unconstitutional, and believe that jeer and to throw eggs, which
any town, especially a University they had in abundance,
community, supposedly a center
of freedom and Intelligence,
Neil Rlchman, an Englehart
wouldn't carry out that threat," Hall freshman reflected the op
said Jim Hayes, head of the inions of many students when
Boston chapter of CNVA,
he said, “ We feel that the Union
is dedicated to the war dead of
The rest of the marchers con World Wars I and II, We feel
tinued on to Durham, where they that it would be a sacrilege
arrived at 6:15, Two thousand for them to go in."
students were gathered in the _________(Continued)
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'Must Deal With Society’s Problems
Humanly, Morally’ Mrs. Swann Explains
By Diane Kruchkow

Madcaps was never like this.
Meeting Thursday night, Madaps became a lecture and genral discussion
on demon-^
tratlons, the draft and Vietnam,
Irs. Marjorie Swann of the New
Ingland Committee forNon-Vioent Action, delivered the major
peech to an audience of about
50 in the Carroll-Belknap Room.
Mrs, Swann stated the purose of the half-hour vigil in
ront of the Memorial Union yessrday was to “ mourn those dyig in the present war,„Sllence
^as the most appropriate way
0 observe this event,"
“ We'f'e talking about human
eings when we talk about war,
^e're talking about suffering,
jrture, killing, and homeless
hildren," she said, “ We're
liking about what happens to
eal live flesh and blood people
ke you and m e,"
Referring to Thursday's de
monstrations, Mrs. Swann called
: an example of what happens
hen the “ hysteria of war beins to take over a country. It
as not a rational demonstration
, .not even an emotional com
mitment, for it was too thoughtmss...I do not mean to castiate students...but this shows
hat happens when war fever
ikes over,"
On the subject of civil disbedlence, especially of draft
ards, and their destruction,
[rs, Swann gave two goals of
me CNVA, First, this act helps
) uphold the democratic pro
ass of this country for it leads
) open examination of our way
f life, and permits the indiviual to stand up for his own moral
Ights, “ When a man burns his
raft card, this is a symbolic
ct. , .an expression of the obllation to his own conscience,"
Secondly, civil disobedience
ctions are “ not meant to do
arm or inflict suffering upon
thers."
To Mrs. Swann, this
5 the most important point of
Ivil disobedience.

Concerning the Vietnam war,
le again emphasized the role
' people and their problem s as
e foundation of all international
olence,
“ Human beings have to find
ays to solve their conflicts.

ways which do not rely upon vio
lence and mass destruction,"
she said.
If this approach is not taken,
it is a “ simple matter of facts
and statistics" that only nuclear
holocaust can result. The main
point is “ how we ieal with pro
blems of human society, humanly
and morally."
In answer to a variety of ques
tions by Jose Fernandez, a Cuban
refugee now a freshman at East
Hall, Mrs. Swann stated that the
violence seen in totalitarian
countries occurs also in the free
world,
“ There is no excuse

for any kind of practice which
degrades human beings," she
commented. America must con
centrate on making concrete its
vague concepts of democracy and
FROM THE OTHER SIDE: This is the view the silently
freedom.
standing pacifist demonstrators had of the UNH mob last night.
The CNVA member gave many
examples of non-violent action
used to gain freedom, including
World War n Norway and
the United States. “ There is
no question but that the use of
non-violence has brought many
permanent changes in the South,"
The rain last night washed away the last traces of
she said.
egg yolk from the sidewalks and made a cardboard
Some of the questions were an slush out of the torn posters and placards.
swered by the pacifists themIn a few days all visible signs will be gone — signs
________(Continued)

Editorial

Irreparable Damage

of the atrocious, disgusting and completely irrespons
ible behavior of 2000 students who either pelted and
jeered 18 pacifists or stood by pushing, gawking, con
tributing to the confusion and hysteria.
But nothing will ever completely erase the damage
done during that one hour yesterday. Damage done
to the image of UNH students as a whole, damage
No extra precautions will be worthy to be college or university done to the University, and most important, irrepar
taken tonight to prevent disorder students," he added.
able damage done to the very ideals for which this
at the Pete Seeger concert in
Melville Nielson, Associate
Snlvely arena, which the pac Dean of Liberal Arts, said that university and any learning center stands.
It i» ironic and it is nauseating that a student body
ifists who were mobbed yesterday he was “ very much disappointed
are scheduled to attend, accord with the students,” but “ happy which last year cried out and fought for academic
ing to Dean Richard Stevens. that the MADCAPS program was freedom and freedom of speech and whose actions as
Stevens apparently missed a held in spite of this fa rce," mature individuals helped to achieve them, should so
good deal of the action in front of
“ It was an unfortunate set quickly and blatently not only ignore those freedoms
MUB yesterday afternoon, “ I did ting,” commented C, Robert Kebut deny them to others.
n't observe any action on the side esey. Dean of students.
And what of the brave, patriotic Americans who
walk or the street—, " he said,
Milder in his judgement was
“ I really couldn't see what hap Arthur Tufts, secretary of the refused them entrance into the Union because they
pened from where I was in the Board of Trustees, who happened would defile the building dedicated to New Hamp
Union, I've heard so many con to be on campus last night. shire’s war dead? We are afraid they forgot, in the
flicting reports about the mob “ Well, lt?s a warm night," re heat of the demonstrations, that one reason those
rushing down on them, but from marked Tufts, “ It’ s really hall
the only contact I had with a small in fun, and I hope it stays that New Hampshire men died was to preserve free
speech.
group of students I can say they way,”
“ You never see them (the demonstrators) at Mem
acted in a mature way."
Executive Vice President Jere
Stevens did say, however, that
orial Day ceremonies,” commented Liberal Arts Dean
Chase
had
no
comment
to
make
he and University Vice President
Melville Nielson. “ But they’re suddenly patriotic to
Jere Chase witnessed a group of on the incident.
day.” We sense a great deal of the “ patriotism” dis
students trying to prevent one of
President John W. McConnell
the pacifist demonstrators, a was out of town and unavailable played yesterday was just an easy excuse for child
ish pushing, shoving and egg throwing.
girl, and a UNH sympathizer for comment.
During the next few weeks organizations will
from entering the Union, The two
After attending the Seeger con
were allowed to enter after Stev cert tonight, the paciHsts are probably spand considerable time shifting blame
ens spoke to their harriers,
scheduled to demonstrate near from source to source. Certainly very few segments
“ I told them," he said, “ that the Portsmouth Naval Brig to of the campus escape all blame. Students who tacked
they had no right to prevent the morrow in support of James
two from coming into the Union," Gilbert and Clifton Curran, Both up posters calling for students to throw eggs share it.
Other University officials were men are serving terms in the Students who could not resist joining the mob to push
not as kind in their judgements brig or picketing or in some for a vantage point and enjoy the “fun” share it.
of yesterday's activities as Dean way disobeying military orders, And students who were disgusted by the behavior
Stevens,
Seeger, a World War n veteran, and stood idly by, share it.
'‘ I thought it was disgusting," has in recent years been an
UNH students have finally earned the respect and
commented Academic Vice Pres outspoken critic of the foreign
praise
of the Manchester Union Leader. We hope
ident Robert Barlow, “ I don’ t policies of the United States
they
can
live with it.
feel the students who engaged are government.

Official Comments:
From Mild To Severe
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Pacifists Mobbed By U N H Students

A portion o f the mob surges forward to meet the marching
pacifists.

Pacifists Support Beliefs;
Faced 'Terrifying N ight’
By Bruce Fuller
“ It was the first time in my
life that I really stood up for
my beliefs.
My actions were
spontaneous.
Yes, I was de
finitely scared, but it was a
wonderful experience.”
With these words, a student
member of the pacifist group
which stood before more than
2000 j e e r i n g c l a s s m a t e s
last night described why she
demonstrated and her personal
feelings for doing so.
The reasons why an indivi
dual will break from accepted
popular beliefs and adopt those
advocated by an unpopular min
ority group are hard to des
cribe.
So are the feelings in
one’ s mind as he opposes his
friends and associates while up
holding these beliefs. Yet the
satisfaction he receives in shar
ing them with others in the min
ority group is overwhelming.
“ It taught me something about human beings that I never
realized before on such a di
rect level,” said another one
of the student pacifists.
The
girl added,
“ The thing that
appalled me was how fast peo
ple in a crowd lose direct rea
son.
At first they would ex
press opposition to our cause,
but then as they became more
excited, they lost this reason
and could not control themselves.
They quickly became against us
as individuals.”
They stood standing on the
sidewalk last night, all twentytwo of them, black mourning
bands on their arm s. The crowd
of students on the hill above
jeered, swore at them, and
stared.
The coed was scared.
A fellow pacifist deflected an
egg thrown at her from the crowd
with his clipboard. “ I can still
feel the closeness we felt with
each other,” she said.
They stood there, according to
the coed “ perform ing a silent
vigil for the dead in Vietnam.
The American dead, the South
Vietnamese dead, and the North
Vietnamese dead. All those who
died from the misfortunes of
w ar,”
The two students interviewed,
who refused to give their names
at this time, are not members
of the New England Committee
for Non-Violent Action.
They
decided to march with the paci
fist group after carefully com 
paring their beliefs with the
group’ s, and they made their
decision,
“ I decided that their beliefs

are sim ilar to my own,” the
student commented on his de
cision,
“ If I hadn’ t marched,
I would have been a hypocrite.”
He added that he has yet to real
ize the affect his decision will
make on his life.
The couple joined the paci
fists at Newmarket. “ The peo
ple there were on a different
level”
in their attitude and
treatment of the peace marchers.
“ It was on a name-calling and
obscenity level.
Here it was
more physical — e g g throwing,
name calling, pushing, etc.” He
stated,
“ I was spat upon and
struck in the side.
We were
all jostled considerably.”
The police accompanying the
pacifists along their march from
Exeter to Durham, “ Informed us
on the outskirts of Newmarket
that carrying placards across the
Durham line would constitute a
parade and according to a state
statute. . .people without a per
mit would be arrested,” the stu
dent demonstrator related.
“ We discussed this among our
selves and came to the conclu
sion that those who desired to
would be arrested as a form of
personal protest,” He went on,
“ We crossed the Durham line
and immediately people watching
us assembled on a rock ledge
beside the road.”
The student said the scene
which followed was “ incredible.”
He was disgusted with the ob
scene language of the bystanders.
“ The Durham police chief and
another policeman approached us
and demanded the names and
addresses of these carrying pla
cards.”
He said t,hey did this
one at a time and arrested five
because they did not have a
parade permit. “ They dropped
passively to the ground and the
police were then forced to carry
them to the c a r s .”
The group had little trouble
from bystanders while marching
through downtown Durham, The
student added, however, that they
“ had a darn good idea of what
was coming.
We were terri
fied.”
The pacifists managed to dis
appear into the crowd and get
away undetected - - f o r awhile,
“ We were in Dunfeys, when all
of a sudden a mob appeared
outside.
We were nervous of
course,” the student commented.
“ I definitely thought that if I
stepped in front of Dunfey’ s at
that time I wouldn’ t have been
killed, but I would have been
severelv beaten.”

As the marchers passed Hud
dleston Hall, the mob of stu
dents ran down the street to
block them. The first barrage
o f eggs was unloaded as the
swarming students yelled “ get
the chickens” and sim ilar ep
ithets.
The mob hemmed in the mar
chers for perhaps sixty seconds.
Then, as police from Rochester,
Dover, and Durham intervened,
the mob drew back and allowed
the marchers to line up on the
sidewalk across the street from
the President’ s House.
There they attempted to hold
a silent vigil for the war dead,
but eggs filled the air once again
as the students closed in from
both sides this time. Most of
the pacifists were forced to end
their meditation, but M rs. Swann
stood quietly through the melee,
eyes closed and lips moving in
prayer
Several attempts were made
to quiet the jeering students, who
confronted the pacifists with a
shoddy 4 8 -star flag which, they
claimed, had gone through World
War II, and sang an off-key ver
sion of the Star Spangled Banner,
Richman said that the paci
fists had come to talk, and that
the students should quiet down
and listen, but, since their was
no microphone, hardly anyone
heard him.
Pressure from the crowding
students on the MUB hill forced
the lower portion o f the mob and
several of the pacifists across
the street and onto President
McConnell’ s lawn. Several scuf
fles broke out in the middle of
Main Street--it was hard to tell
exactly who was involved in
them— and the police struggled
to clear the road.
During this confusion, the pa
cifists decided that things had
gone far enough, and quietly left
for dinner.
Meanwhile Steve Matheke, the
West Hall freshman who car
ried the tattered flag, began mar
ching towards the center of Dur
ham, and, for no apparent rea
son, the mob followed.
Both
lanes of Main Street were blocked
until the police and several stu
dents formed a barrier and
cleared one lane for traffic.
Several students who had not
participated in the peace march,
but were pacifist sympathizers
were spotted eating dinner in the
College Corner Restaurant. About ten members of the mob
crowded up against the window
and raised a 3’ by 6’ sign that
said, “ DRAFT THE PEACE
CREEPS.” “ We believe in ver
min control.”
Then, annoyed that its pri
mary targets were nowhere to
be found, the mob began to break
up as it headed back toward
the MUB.
University officials and stu
dent leaders discussed the pos
sibility of moving a MADCAPS
meeting at which M rs. Swann
was to speak from the C arrollBelknap Room to New Hamp
The repercussions of last
night’ s encounter between the
pacifists and the jeering, pushing,
egg - throwing
students
have
greatly
surpassed
the
ex
pectations of those most inti
mately involved—the students on
both sides of the line.
The events of the ni';;- * made
an im pression on both ' vions,
“ It was one of the most terrify;
ing things I’ ve ever seen in my
life ,” the student peace marcher
said, his beliefs stated and his
side chosen.

shire Hall to accomodate the
large crowd, but the idea was
rejected. Instead, WUNH piped
the meeting outside, where those
above the 150 who were allowed
in the Carroll-Belknap Room,
could listen.
About 200 students were left
of the mob when it arrived at
the upper parking lot of the MUB
again. “ We’ ve served our pur
pose--they didn’ t get into the
Union,” said one student. “ Let’ s
sing the Star Spangled Banner,
then we’ ll disperse,” They did.
During the whole disorganized
afternoon, very few discussions
between the pacifists and the mob
took place, and those that did
were, for the most part, irra
tional, illogical, and charged with
emotion.
And none of the members of
the mob paid attention to a sign
Mrs. Marjorie Swann kept her
carried by pacifist sympathizer
Mike Greene, a freshman from half-hour vigil yesterday
North Conway, which read, “ If silently — as 2000 students
you are so concerned--E nlist.” noisily pushed around her.

Eggs Gathered, Posters Ready
Demottstraters Awaited Marcher
By Ken Brown
The Quad came alive about
4:00 p.m.
Boys holding signs
and yelling “ Go, go go” gathered.
Leaders yelled, “ Has everybody
got their eggs?”
The protest started off well
organized.
Signs were posted
in dorms Wednesday night. One
leader said a meeting was held
in which the objectives of the
protest were discussed. He said,
“ There will be no violence. We

leader Speaks
At M A D C A K
selves, David O’ Brien, a drop
out from Boston University who
was recently attacked on the steps
o f the South Boston Courthouse
for violating the Selective Service
Law, gave two basic reasons for
not registering as a conscientious
objector.
He ‘.‘ won’ t accept a special
status” , for he believes the gov
ernment shouldn’ t draft anyone.
Secondly, he wants people to
realize the “ fallacy of the mi
litary system ,”
Finally talking about the pos
sibility of negotiations in Viet
nam, M rs, Swann noted that both
Am erica and Hanoi have asked for
negotiations many tim es, “ but
I’ m not sure that any party to
the war wants to negotiate at
this tim e.” M oreover, the Viet
namese people feel that the United
States has no right to be there.
And finally, the United States
definitely does not want to ne
gotiate with the Viet Cong,
Student leaders, as well as
M rs. Swann, expressed their dis
gust at UNH, Dan Ryan, head
of MADCAPS, called yesterday
afternoon’ s action a “ misplaced
panty raid. . .”
Doug Lyon, president of MUSO,
said the pacifists were treated
in a “ vicious and irresponsible
manner. . , I personally have
been angry of this campus in
the past, and tonight I’ m dis
gusted with it, I’ m ashamed of
it.”
M rs. Swann ended the formal
MADCAPS meeting commenting
“ If anybody’ s got any of those
eggs left, hard boil them cause
we
need
them
for
lunch
tom orrow .”

just want to make sure the stu
dents get the chance to expres
their feelings,”
The same bo
was yelling obscenities and push
ing when the marchers appeare
on campus.
Fifty boys had gathered in th
Quad before they marched on
East-West^ Fairchild, and He!
zel.
A few girls joined tl
group.
They continued on
Sawyer, Jessie Doe, and Lor(
The crowd grew steadily
When they finally reached tl
Union, the demonstrators nun
bered about one hundred at
fifty. They gathered on the H
overlooking Main Street.
Tl
signs said, “ Draft the Pea*
Creeps” , “ We Carry Rifles N
Matches” , and “ Meet the Vie
niks - the Cream of America
Chicken Crop” ,
The demonstrators had a lo:
wait. The marchers didn’t a
rive until 6:15 p.m .
To pa
the time, the demonstrators sa
“ Am erica the Beautiful”
talked in little groups.
Th
surged to the street and ba
to the hill periodically, anxiou
waiting, A few carried lacroj
sticks, one even had a baseb
bat. The feeling was not ten
Many of the sign -ca rriers w(
laughing, relaxing--waiting
the marchers to arrive.
Word was passed that the m
chers were nearing Durh;
People became excited, lead
yelled orders, and a picket
was formed across the Un
driveway.
The crowd had grown to o
two thousand. They lined up
Main Street in front of the Uni
People covered the hill up
the Union parking lot.
A group of boys came runn
toward the demonstrators
downtown saying the march
were in town. With a tatte
American flag tacked on a
at the forefront, a large por
of the demonstrators swar
down the middle of Main St
to meet the m archers.
The police forced them to
turn to the Union hill,
T
regathered there. The march
finally appeared, A swell
voices, hundreds strong, fi
the early evening,
“ Here they come! Here c
the marchers. The slobs. (
what creeps! Here they co

